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Battle of
the Bands
N'BBC)
Saturday
epeeist I.the tallow
MSU's PRSSA and the
Murray-Calloway County Parks
and Recreation Department will
present Bands N'BBQ Blowout
on Saturday, Sept. 5, from 4
p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Court
House
Pavilion
and
Amphitheater in Murray's
Central Park.
The community is invited to
attend a battle of bands and a
BBQ Cook oft benefiting the
MCC Parks and Recreation
Department and the MSU
PRSSA.
This fundraising event will be
an opportunity for students and
families to enjoy an assortment
of music while savoring some
of the best BBQ the region has
to offer, according to Kelsey
Forbes, MSU's PRSSA president. Entrance into the event is
free of charge. The bands will
be accepting donations. Some
of the BBQ vendors will be
charging a set price for meals,
while others will be accepting
donations.
'This is our second Bands N'
BBQ event. We hope it is as
MICCessfill as the first one we
held during the lining 309$•
Man Martin and the staff of the
MCC Park District were
extremely helpful and supportive last year and have been

III See Page 2A
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MCCH board
authorizes
Spring Creek
rate.increase
Wy MEN LOMON
Staff Writer
hc
Murray-Calloway
Countf
Hospital Board of Trustees:
approved a roughly 4 percent rati:
increase at Spring Creek Healthcare durinit
their monthly meeting Wednesday.
Private rooms will go from $168 to $17g
and semi-private rooms will go from $154
to $160. State law requires a 30-day notic;
before the rates can go into effect. Beal
Bloemer, vice-president of financial servi
ices, said the increase will bring around
$146,000 in profit to the hospital and that:
rates were raised this time last year. In r!,
study of other long-term care providers in
the region, Bloemer said Spring Creek'
would still be competitive with the new
rates.
The hospital saw a decrease in inpatient
and home health revenue in July but
Bloemer said home health is on the way
back up. Outpatient revenue continues to
do well for MCCH, helping bridge the
financial gap. Bloemer was asked about
non-operating income, which he reported
was doing better. Previously, the hospital
had been down $8.1 million in non-operat-

T
Now
That's
a Tree
House
Jackie Carson of Kirksey
was clearing off land on
lOrksey Road when he
came across this unique
growth. He said the building the tree is growing on
tag* colocad fro ileakiao*
ceNar and vow covered On
three aides SY din, helping
the tree to grow over the
years. When dewing the
land, which has been in
the Carson family for more
than 200 years, he decided to leave the tree up for
a while for people to see
from the road.

IN See Page 2A

Lt.Governor
in Murray to
visit hospital
114 HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Lt Gov,Dan Mongiardo spent the night
in Murray last night and will be taking a
look at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
this afternoon, Calloway County
Democratic Party Chairman Hal Kemp
said this morning.
Kemp is also an MCCH board member
and the Calloway County chairman for
Mongiardo's 2010 United States Senate
campaign. He said Mongiardo arrived in
town at about 7:15 last night to meet with
local campaign operatives for an organizational meeting. He said the lieutenant governor also stopped by the home of Mayor
Tom Rushing to wish him well and see
how he was recovering from recent sur-
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sunny.
Thursday.. Partly
Highs in the lower 80s.
night...Partly
Thursday
cloudy
;Lows in the upper 50s.
Friday...Partly sunny. Highs in
the tower 808.
Friday night.. Mostly atoudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 608.
Saturday.. Mostly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 80s.
Saturday
night...Partly
cloudy. A 20 percent chance of
showers.
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Help for unemployed
available, officials say
ity TOM MERRY
Staff Writer
Although Murray-Calloway
County reports some of the lowest unemployment figures in the
state, those figures represent a
lot of people needing and seeking jobs in a market that is
growing continuously bleak.
Joblessness in Calloway was
reported at 8.8 percent in July the latest numbers available translating into about 1,600 persons unemployed and seeking
work. However there is help out
there for those that need assistance and want to be better prepared to land a job. The
Kentucky unemployment figure
was reported at more than
227,000.
Murray Career Center officials report being inundated

with applicants for both jobs
and unemployment benefits.
Local statistics from MCC were
not available and officials
referred all comments and
inquiries
to
Kentucky
Workforce
Development
Cabinet officials. August figures have yet to be compiled,
but unemployment in Calloway
is expected to stay about the
same.
If they don't have access to a
computer at home, many job
hunters are searching for work
and filling out job applications
online at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Librarian Mignon Pittman
says job hunters regularly seek
access to online job and appli-

III See Page 2A

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
MI GATHERING: Bart Giles, area director of BNI, speaks to gathered businesspeople at thi
Maple Center Thursday morning at the official kick-off of the BNI-Murray chapter. E3NI is a
business referral marketing organization, and was brought to Murray after the success of two
chapters in Paducah. Giles said he was pleased with the turnout at the ?nformational event
and hopes to see the chapter grow.

Ky. Sen. president critical of Beshear job offers
lay JOE MEEK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear is "poisoning" the state's political atmosphere,
seeking
to
lure
Republican senators to leave the
legislature by offering them jobs
outside the General Assembly,

the president of the Kentucky
Senate said.
Senate
President
David
Williams,
Burkesville
a
Republican, claimed Wednesday
he believes Beshear has targeted
Senate Majority Floor Leader
Dan Kelly for a possible judicial
appointment. Williams also said

many people he's talked to are
"rankled" and "offended" by
Beshear's meddling in the composition and leadership of the
Republican-controlled Senate.
"We'll continue to try to work
together, but this governor who
said it didn't matter whether it
was a Republican idea or a

Democrat idea has no idea of
what he's doing as far as the
political atmosphere up here,"
Williams told reporters. "He's
poisoning it."
Democrats currently hold a
solid 64-35 lead in the Kentucky
House. Republicans, meanwhile, control the Senate with a

20- I 7- I advantage.
Beshear recently appointed
former Republican state Sen.
Charlie Borders to a plum position on the Kentucky Public
Serv ice
Commission.
Republicans lost Borders' old

See Page 2
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State Board of Education
to visit MISD, C.C. schools

Mayfield man goes to
final round of popular
'America's Got Talent'
send you both to the final."
Cannon appeared a tad flustered by the move, but kept a
broad smile on his face.
"This is live television," he
reminded the judges as they
deliberated at the end of the
episode.
They heaped praise on the
five new finalists during their
Tuesday.
performances
Hasselhoff said the Texas
Tenors were "without a doubt
the front-runner to win this
competition," while Morgan
picked Skinner as his favorite.
Osbourne predicted good things
for the Voices of Glory, saying,
"The next time I see you guys, it
will be at the final."
Another 10 semifinalists will
compete for the remaining final
four spots next week.
All are vying for a SI million
prize and the chance to headline
a Las Vegas show in October.
Jetty Springer will emcee the
program at Planet Hollywood
Resort & Casino.
Wednesday's results show
also featured Hasselhoff singing
on stage. He performed the
bluesy classic "Feeling Good."
Miss Piggy and Kermit of the
Muppets also perfaxmed. They
sang "Don't Go Breaking My
Heart," backed by four dancing
chickens.

By SANDY COHEN
AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP) — The
judges on "America's Got
Talent" are breaking the rules.
Instead of choosing between
two acts for one coveted spot in
the show's final round, Piers
Morgan, Sharon Osbourne and
David Hasselhoff changed
things up Wednesday and invited both acts to return to the
NBC talent show.
"Judges can do whatever they
want on this show," host Nick
Cannon said. "Anything goes."
A trio of tenors, three singing
siblings, five dancing sisters, a
75-year-old comedian and a
singing chicken farmer from
Kentucky will advance to the
finals. Five other acts were dismissed during Wednesday's
episode.
Viewers selected The Texas
Tenors, comedian Grandma Lee
and Mayfield. Ky., singer Kevin
Skinner via phone, e-mail and
text message votes. Judges were
to choose between the fourthand fifth-place vote-getters:
singing siblings The Voices of
Glory and dancing sisters The
Fab Five.
"I can't do it, Nick. Sorry,"
-Osbourne said. Hasselhoff also
demurred. Then Morgan spoke:
"We have decided there will be
.no judges' pick. We're going to

RYSER LOUGH/Leduaw & Times
CHICKEN FEVER: The Murray Convention and Visitors
Bureau and Murray Main Street office has T-shirts in stock
from Mayfield in support of Kevin Skinner, a Mayfield man
currently competing on the television show "America's Got
Talent.* Last night, Skinner was informed he made it to the
final round of the competftion. Pictured is Murray Main Street
director Deana Wright with the three different shirt styles
available. All proceeds go to Murray Main Street.

•MCCH

Mongiardo...
sees western Kentucky as being
critical to winning the upcomgery.
ing election and has particularly
Mongiardo was originally
loyal supporters in Calloway
scheduled to head back to
County. He said that every time
Frankfort already, but decided
instead to stay in town and take Mongiardo has been asked to
a. tour of the hospital instead, come here or speak at events, he
.Kemp said, He said Mongiardo has been very helpful.
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From Front
ing income but that has since
decreased to a $6 million
deficit.
MCCH board chair Sharon
Furches reported that they
received a letter from the
Service
Revenue
Internal
Murraythe
authorizing
Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare as a 501(c)3 organization. She also announced the
future formation of a Building

again, for this event. We could
not do it without their guidance
and help. This is another example of how the university and
the community work together to
provide entertainment for
everyone, while also giving students practical experience,"
Forbis said.
During the planning and
implementation of this event.
the student members of the
PRSSA gain practical experience. They,have to, plan, coordinate and promote the event to
attract bands and BBQ vendors.
They have to encourage media
to cover the event and then, the
day of the event, they must
manage all aspects of the event.
The event offers an excellent
opportunity for them to practice

III Unemployed ...
From Front
cation services at the Main
Street facility.
"There are several that come
in and they fill out applications
online," Pittman said.
The library has 12 computers
open to those that have library
cards that are available for use
to job seekers.
"We also have laptops they
can check out and use inhouse," she said.
Many of those looking for
jobs but can't find them are also
taking the opportunity to go
back to school to upgrade their
job skills or obtain a high school
equivalency diploma.
Anica Smith, coordinator for
Adult
County
Calloway
Education, says she's seen a
spike in the number of persons
wanting to get a GED or more
education needed for college
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school district superintendents,
local board members, area higher education officials and area
educational cooperative staffs at
a reception on Tuesday. Sept. 8,
from 5:30 p.m. to7 p.m. at the
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park dining room.
Local stops niclude: Murray
Middle; Murray Elementary;
Murray High School; Calloway
County High School; and
Calloway County Preschool.

•Beshear job offers ...
From Front

seat to Democrat Robin Webb in
a special election last week.
Democrats have at least one
other chance at an open seat as
and Grounds committee as the state Sen. Gary Tapp, Rnew addition nears completion. Shelbyville, has announced he
won't seek another term.
The committee will be appointJay
Beshear spokesman
ed at the October board meetgovernor has
the
said
Blanton
ing.
"been utterly consistent" in sayConstruction Manager Steve
ing he would compete for fellow
Gamblin gave an update on the
Democrats who back his agenda
hospital expansion and said in elections.
everything was going smoothly.
"That's what's contemplated
Currently, the schedule calls for by the political process,"
the building to be turned over on
Blanton said. "What he's also
Friday, November 13 and open said is that when elections are
over, the partisanship should be
in January 2010.
over and we should work in a
bipartisan way to get things
done for Kentucky."
Blanton said he did not conwhat they are learning in their sider Williams's assertions
public relations, business and "even worth a response."
When asked about Kelly as a
marketing classes, explained
possible judicial appointment,
Robin Orvino, PRSSA adviser.
The main goal of this event is Blanton said,"I think that'd be a
to l'ail/C funds to support student question more appropriate for
travel to the PRSSA national Senator Kelly. Last I checked
conference in San Diego. Calif., he's still in the Senate and hasindicated otherwise."
in November. PRSSA members n't
Kelly did not deny his interest
hope the variety of music and
in pursuing a judicial appointgreat food will attract people
ment, but declined to speak
Western
throughout
from
about the issue.
Kentucky. Proceeds from this
"I don't have any comment
event will also support programs of the Murray-Carona"
County Parks and -RecteritiOn
Department, it was reportimi
For more information contact
Forbis as Kelsey.forbis@murraystate.edu or Matt Martin with
the Murray-Calloway County OF CHRIS KAHN
Parks and Recreation at AP Energy Writer
matt.martin@juno.com.
NEW YORK (AP) — Nearly
seven miles below the Gulf of
Mexico, oil company BP has
tapped into a vast pool of crude
entrance qualifications because after digging the deepest oil
in the world.
of the local economic downturn. well
Tiber Prospect is expected
The
"It is most definitely jobs and
to rank among the largest petroschool," Smith said."It's mostleum discoveries in the United
ly for GEDs but we're getting a
States, potentially producing
lot of folks prepping up for the
half as much crude in a day as
college entrance exam. As the
Alaska's famous North Slope oil
colleges increase their entrance field.
qualifications our students need
The company's chief of exploto bring their skills up even ration on Wednesday estimated
more. It's a lot of going back to that the Tiber deposit holds
between 4 billion and 6 billion
school so they can be qualified
barrels of oil equivalent, which
for other jobs."
natural gas. That would
includes
located
the
center,
Smith said
to satisfy U.S.
enough
be
at
Street
on East Chestnut
for
for nearly one
demand
crude
job
allows
Road,
Industrial
not yet know
does
BP
But
year.
test
TABE
the
take
applicants to
much
extract.
how
can
it
to apply for work in local indus"The Gulf of Mexico is provtry that still require it.
ing to be a growing oil province,
"We work primarily with the
and a profitable one if you can
employment office and they will find the reserves," said Tyler
send folks to us," she said. Priest, professor and director of
"Most companies in our area Global Studies at the Bauer
don't require the TABE test so College of Business at the
much, but if a company does University of Houston.
require it, we do give it."
The Tiber well is about 250
miles southeast of Houston in
Smith said anyone that is now
U.S. waters. At 35,055 feet, it is
unemployed and receiving
unemployment benefits should
take the time to get more education and increase their job skills
and qualifications and there is
plenty of help for those that
need it.
"That is the best time to come Staff Raport
A Murray woman and a
in and brush up their skills or
do their GED because that is a woman from Paris, Tenn. were
Wednesday afternoon in
time when they are getting injured
two-vehicle
collision north of
money and are looking for jobs
town.
so they need to brush up their
According to Kentucky State
skills to make them more quali- Police, Tina Foster, 32, of
fied," she said.
Murray, was driving a 2(XX1
However Smith cautioned
Nissan Altima south on U.S.
anyone seeking a GED or other 641 when she veered off the
high school equivalency qualifi- right side of the roadway four
cations online, that employers miles north of Murray at
approximately 1:42 p.m. She
will not accept them.
"They are not valid," she said. apparently overcorrected and
crossed both of the southbound
" Employers, schools and collanes and the median before
leges will not accept GEDs from traveling into the path of a 2004
online institutions," she said. "If Chevy Impala driven by James
they are looking for a high Preslar, 34, of Pans, Tenn., who
school diploma online and it was heading north on 641 with
passengers Christina Preslar.
sounds too good to be true...it
and 1 - year-old 1.andon
Is.

III Bands, BBQ
From Front

FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
Kentucky Board of Education
will visit schools in the
Caldwell County, Calloway
Murray
and
County
Independent school districts on
Wednesday, Sept. 9.
The board will conduct no
business during the visits.
which are designed to provide
board members with firsthand
experiences of activities happening in Kentucky schools.
The board also will host area

about this," Kelly said. "It's
rumor and speculation and 1
don't care to comment."
Williams said Beshear is
intent on changing the Senate
makeup in an effort to legalize
video gambling machines in
Kentucky. A proposal to allow
video gambling machines at
Kentucky's horse racing tracks
cleared the state House earlier
this summer before stalling in
the Senate.
"He's the slot machine governor and that's how he'll be
remembered," Williams said.
"Until he gets the slot machines,
I don't think he's willing to stop
at anything to take control of the
General Assembly."
Williams said he "absolutely"
believed Beshear was trying to
Inn Kelly from the Senate with
a judicial appointment.
"But I don't think under northat
circumstances
mal
Republicans are appointed to
those positions unless the governor has another motive,"
Williams said. "Everybody
knows what the governor's
motive is and that is to take out
any Republicans he has and
replace them not just with
Democrats, but with Democrats
who will commit to vote for slot
machines."

BP tapiEiiié of largest
petroleum finds in U.S.
as deep as Mount Everest is tall,
not including more than 4,000
feet of water above it.
Drilling at those depths shows
how far major oil producers will
go to find new supplies as global reserves dwindle, and how
technology has advanced,
allowing them to reach onceunimaginable depths.
Deep-water operations are
considered to be the last frontier
for pristine oil deposits, and the
entire petroleum industry is
sweeping the ocean floor in
search of more crude.
BP needs to invest years of
work and millions of dollars
before it draws the first drop of
oil from Tiber. Such long waits
are not uncommon. Three years
after announcing a discovery at
a site in the Gulf called Kaskida,
BP has yet to begin producing
oil there.
Projects like the Tiber well
will not reduce U.S. dependency
on foreign oil, which continues
to grow. But new technology
does permit access to major oil
finds closer to U.S. shores.
BP expects Tiber to be among
the company's richest finds in
the Gulf on par with its crown
jewel, the Thunder Horse development.

KSP reports Wednesday
accident north of Murray
Abney.
Foster reportedly suffered
multiple injuries and was not
wearing a seat belt. Both
Preslars were wearing seat belts
and Abney was in a child
restraint seat. Christina Preslar
reportedly suffered
minor
injuries while the two others in
the car did not. She and Foster
were both transported to
Murray -Calloway
County
Hospital, the KSP reported.
KSP Trooper Russell Boyd
was assisted at the scene by
Trooper Brad Haley, the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, the Murray Fire
Department, Calloway County
Fire and Rescue and MCCH's
EMS service. Boyd is continuing the investigation
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Cecil %OmIn Duncan

Pawl E. Porter

Cecil Benjamin Duncan,85, Benton,died Tuesday,Sept. 1, 2009,
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. He wu a self-employed painting contractor and a veteran of the United States Army. He
was also a member of the Rizpalls hawk of the
Shrines. Preceding him in death were his wife, Mary
Kathryn Duncan,and his parents,Cleve B. and Lush
Bell Collie Duncan. Survivors include three daughters, Cynthia Cary, Benton, Cecelia Ulmer, Greenville, TII., and
Cathy Bias, Murray; five grandchildren, Shannon Elias and Cleve,
Lance, Blake and Chase Cary; four great-grandduldren; special
friend, Dorothy Jackson.
A graveside service will be Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the Marshall
County Memory Gardens. William J. Sullivan will officiate.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home,Benton,from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. Friday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Shiners
Children's Hospital, 2001 South Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, 0
63131.

The funeral for Paul E. Porter was Monday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Boyd Funeral Directors, Salem. Rev.
Jimmy Porter officiated. Burial was in Whites Chapel
Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
the Paul and Jean Porter Scholarship, do MSU
Foundation, 106 Development Center, Murray, KY
42071.
Mx. Porter, 85, of 1905 Larkspur, Murray, died Thursday, Aug.
27, 2009, at Provena Mercy Center, Aurora, Ill.
A Navy veteran of World War II, he was a member of the
Masonic Lodge, and long time employee of Arango Cigar Co., in
Minois. Born in Crittenden County, he was the son of the late
Kearney and Renva Crawford Porter. Also preceding him in death
were his wife, Jean Reeves Porter; one sister, Lois Bodrtnan; and
one brother, Duane Porter. Survivors include one sister, Doris Irvin,
Aurora, Ill.; OW stepson, Jim AcAtec, Chicago, Ill.; several nieces,
nephews and friends across the country.

Mrs. Wilma Des. Nance Slaphsassa

PIN libliserv

*

The funeral for Mrs. Wilma Dean Nance Stephenson will be
Friday at 9 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home. Dr. William Dodson will officiate. Active pallbearers will be
Joe Oakley, Joe Thornton, Dennis Crawford, and Alan, Mitchell and
Charlie Gibbs. An honorary group will be the Share Class of Grace
Baptist Church. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Calloway County High
School Band, 2108 College Farm Rd., Murray, KY 42071. Online
condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Stephenson, 73, Murray, died Tuesday, Sept. I, 2009, at
10:25 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. She was a member of Bell
City Baptist Church.
She was married Dec. 19, 1953, to Charles Stephenson who died
Nov. 14, 2004. Also preceding her in death were two brothers. Will
and Paschall Nance. Born Aug.9,1936, in Henry County,Than., she
was the daughter of the late Edley and Bert Paschall Nance.
Survivors include one daughter, Terie L. Burkeen and fiancé,
John P. Frederick, Murray;two sons, Mike Stephenson, Murray, and
David Stephenson and wife, Peggy, Franklin, Tenn.; aunt, Hilda
Pinrose, Murray; six grandchildren, Jason and Michael Burkeen,
Chelsea Van Roy, Darcy Stephenson, Kevin Humphrey and Trscy
Allain; seven great-grandchildren; several nieces, nephews and
cousins.

Mrs. Janke Ls. Namisit
Mrs. Janice Lee Hamlett, 57, Benton, died Wednesday, Sept. 2,
2009,at Oakview Nursing & Rehab Center,Calvert
City. A homemaker,she was a member ofChristian
Fellowship Church and had also received her bachelor of ministry degree.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Sabern
and Jo Alline Ross Price, and one sister, Carolyn
Dutton. Survivors include two sons, Rodney Lynn
Hamlett and Richard J. Hamlett, both of Benton;
three brothers, Bobby and Buddy Price, Benton,
and Billy Price, Hardin; one sister, Linda Mills,
Benton. The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Shamlatt
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev.
David Parrish will officiate. Burial will follow in
the Horn Cemetery, Benton. Visitation will be at the limn! home
from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Frances Marapdas Edmiston
Net Twice'ake
mi..
woe;oleo liedhsiday.
Sept.t 2009, at Murray-Calloway(sty Hospital:A NotnaMaker,
she was a member of Bethel Baptist Church. Preceding her in death
were her husband, Ernest Edmiston; three brothers, Willard, Luther
and Johnny Overbeck, and one sister, Mary Tbller. She was the
daughter of the late John Clarence and Mary Elizabeth Kaleb
Overbeck. Survivors include two sons, Ronald Lee Edmiston,
Sapulpa, Okla., and Richard Edmiston, Hardin; eight grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren. The funeral will be Friday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Burial will follow in the
Bethel Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8
P.m. today (Thursday).

Bemis(Sow)amen
The funeral for Burnis(Sonny)Clemons will be Friday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Richard Holt and
Rev. Bob Saywell will officiate. Pallbearers will be Tim Cox,
Kenneth Cossey, Steve Haynes, Jerry 'flicker, Ray Durr, Ronnie
Green, Lloyd Lee Green and Glen Jones. Burial will follow in the
Palestine Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 6
p.m. tonight (Thursday).
Mr. Clemons, 71, Highland Road, Murray,died Tuesday, Sept. 1,
2009, at 2:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He was a
retired Mill Wright worker and of Baptist faith. Boni Dec. 11, 1937,
in Hayti, Mo., he was the son of the late Burnis Milton Clemons and
Loys Ivy Clemons. One sister also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mary Miller Green Clemons, to
whom he was married April 6, 1991 in Calloway County; two
daughters, LessEmerson and husband, Randy, Bandana, and Linda
Cox and husband, Tim, Hardin; five sons, David Clemons,
Lexington, Michael Clemons and Craig Green, Murray, Ronnie
Green and wife, Doris, Kirksey, and Lloyd Lee Green and wife,
Carolyn, Almo; three sisters; one brother; 13 grandchildren and 14
great-grandchildren.

Ws. Mary McClure Klassiting
The funeral for Mn. Mary McClure Kinsolving will be today
(Thursday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Rev. Phillip Bazzell will officiate. Pallbearers will be Owen
Garrison, Kenneth, Larry and David Carson, Nicky Lovett and Gary
McClure, active, and Cody and Hake Bergman and Raegan Morton,
honorary. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation
is now at the funeral home.
Mn.Kinsolving, 81, Murray,died Tuesday, Sept. I, in the year of
our Lord 2009, at 9:55 a.m. in Murray.
A homemaker, she was a member of First Baptist Church,
Murray. Born Jan. 23, 1928, in Murray, she was the daughter of the
late Clarence Fred McClure and Halle Mavis Vaughn McClure.
Also preceding her in death were one sister, Velma Wisehart, and
three brothers, C.W., Kynois and Floyd McClure.
Survivors include one daughter,Jeannie Kinsolving Garrison and
husband, Owen,one son, Billy Kinsolving and wife, Dawn,and one
brother, Blondie McClure and wife, Rankle, all of Murray; twin sister, Sadie McClure Carson and husband, Daymond, ICirksey; one
grandchild, Jesse Kinsolving, New York, N.Y.
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Wage caps, tight job
growth threaten recovery
WASHINGTON (AP) -Companies managed to boost
their workers' productivity and
their own profits in the spring
mainly by slashing costs and
capping their employees' pay.
That was clear from revised
government figures released
Wednesday that provided further
evidence that a tentative economic recovery has begun,
while also reinforcing nagging
concerns.
Analysts worry the tight job
market and lack of wage growth
will depress incomes, limit further corporate profitability and
forestall a pickup in all-important consumer spending.
Bill Schultz, chief investment
officer at McQueen, Ball &
Associates in Bethlehem, Pa.,
said companies that have shed
workers and squeezed out savings won't be able to show the
big profit gains they did last
quarter by relying on more big
cuts.
Having already made deep
reductions, companies will need
to find ways to generate more
revenue.
"Profits have recovered nicely, but it's more the way that
they have recovered that gives
people pause," Schultz said.
"The key is to somehow blend
this cost-cutting with revenue
growth."
Productivity — the amount

of output per hour of work -4,rose at an annual rate of 6.6 pet!.
cent in the April-June quarte4
the Labor Department said.
That's the largest advance since
the summer of 2003. And
slightly better than the 6.4 percent productivity increase the
government had estimated last
month. At the same time, lalbot
costs fell at an annual rate of 5.9
the sharpest drop
percent
since 2000 and slightly more
than the 5.8 percent drop estimated a month ago.
Economists said the risin,g
productivity and lower labor
costs supported their view that
the longest recession since
World War II is coming to an
end.
Mark Zandi, chief economist
at Mloody's Economy.com, said
it's -very typical" for productivity to surge at the end of a recession as businesses aggressively
cut costs.
Economists say they don't
expect productivity to keep
surging. But they said the productivity jump in the second
quarter, combined with falling
labor costs, might persuade
employers to slow their pace of
layoffs and eventually resume
hiring.
That is critical because until
the labor market heals, consumers probably won't step up
their spending.

Study: Older Americans staying put in jobs longer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Older Americans will make up
virtually all of the growth in the
U.S. work force in the coming
years as a nearly unprecedented
number hold onto jobs and
younger people decide to stay in
school.
The study by the Pew
Research Center, an independent research group, highlights a
rapidly graying labor market
due to longer life spans, an
aging baby boomer population
and a souring economy that has
made it harder to retire.
Pew's survey and analysis of
government data, being released
today found the share of
Aniericans ages 55 and older
whti have or were seeking a job
rose to 40 percent this year, the
highest level since 1961.
In contrast, people 16 to 24
who were active in the labor
market decreased to 57 percent,
down from 66 percent in 2000.
Asked to identify why
they're working, 54 percent of

older workers responded that it
was mostly because they wanted
to, citing a desire while they
were still feeling healthy to be
productive, interact with other
people or to "give myself something to do." A sizable number
of them — nearly 4 in 10 — also
acknowledged staying put at
work partly because of the
recession.
Among young people 16 to
24, nearly half the respondents
said they weren't working
because they wanted to focus on
school or job training, reflecting
among
a growing view
Americans that a college education is needed to get ahead in
life. About 4 in 10 said they
looked for work but couldn't
find a job.
In all, the number of older
workers is projected to increase
by 11.9 million in the next few
years. They will make up nearly
1 in 4 workers by 2016.
"When it comes to work, this
recession is having a differential

impact by age. It's keeping older
adults in the work force longer,
and younger adults out of the
work force longer," said Paul
Taylor, director of the Pew
Social and Demographic Trends
Project.
"Both of these trends predated the current downturn, both
have been intensified by it, and
both are poised to outlast it."
Among other findings:
—The U.S. labor force is
expected to increase by 12.8
million workers from 2006 to
2016, including the 11.9 million
who will be ages 55 and older.
Workers ages 25 to 54 will
increase by 2.5 million, while
those ages 16 to 24 will decrease
by 1.5 million.
—After increasing for five
decades, the share of women
holding or seeking a job has flattened at 59 percent. That is
about 13 percentage points
below the rate of men in the
labor market. Asked to identify
their reasons for not working,

women were nine times more
likely than men to cite child care
or other family responsibilities
as a major factor.
—Older workers tend to be
happier. About 54 percent 9f
workers ages 65 and older said
they were "completely satisfied"
with their jobs, compared with
29 percent of workers ages 184to
64. That reflected the fact thnt
they were working primarily for
more social reasons, rather than
financial need.
—Most working mothers
prefer a part-time job. Among
those with a full-time job outside the home,6 in 10 said they
Would like to have a job with
fewer hours. By contrast,just 19
percent of fathers with a fulltime job and a young child said
:
they would prefer to work part:
time. Public attitudes about
women and work may have
changed dramatically over the
past generation, but mothers and
fathers still experience the tor
between work and family.

Violent crime rate remained unchanged in 2008
WASHINGTON(AP)— The
said
Department
Justice
Wednesday the rate of violent
crime in the United States held
steady in 2008.
The Bureau of Justice
Statistics released its findings
about the estimated 4.9 million

violent crimes committed in the lected. Separate FBI crime data
crime
violent
U.S. last year. The rate of violent concluded
crime in 2008 was 19.3 victim- dropped by 2.5 percent last year.
The discrepancy in the numizations per 1,000 people age 12
or older, the Justice Department bers is based on how the two
found. The rate for the past two agencies gather data: FBI statisyears is the lowest since 1973, tics are based on crimes reported
the first year such data were col- to local police, while Justice

ant
statistics
Department
derived from surveys of households and individuals.
Because the Justice statistic's
are based on interviews with citizens, it counts not only reported
crime but also crimes the police
never hear about.

Postal faci i ies facing closure narrowed to 411.

WASHINGTON(AP)— The Postmaster General John Potter office has also suggested reduc- work hours, the equivalent qf
Postal Service has narrowed the has said he wants to keep as ing mail delivery from six to 57,000 positions. Six district
five days a week. Other money administrative offices have
number of offices facing possi- many open as possible.
saving steps it has taken include closed and nearly 12,000 carricr
caused
losses
to
addition
In
ble closure to 413.
Struggling with a sharp by reductions in mail volume, cutting more than 100 million routes have been eliminated. ;
decline in mail volume caused the post office is required to
by the recession and the move- place $5 billion annually in an
ment of traditional mail to the account to pre-fund the costs of
Internet, postal officials say the medical care for retirees.
If it does end the fiscal year
agency could have a deficit as
end of this month short of
the
at
year.
this
billion
$7
as
large
Being on the list doesn't funds, postal officials have said
guarantee closing, but the list of they will default on that pay115.45 - 114
offices selected for a closer look ment in order to make payroll
Dow Joon Ind. Avg. —92711 - Li IBM
and keep the agency operating.
had neared 700 at one point.
19.35 - L12
Wel
73.15 + 1.33
.4Jr Products
is based on a survey of 1,200
Currently the post office has In the meantime, Congress is
OAS
+
115.71
+ 117
--11.113
Kreler
AP*
Americans who have been about 37,000 retail outlets considering bills that would
25.14
-0.21
Inc.
AT&T.
- 1114
---17.91
Mattel
a
for
unemployed and looking
and defer the payment. The post
across the country
—24.211 + oil
BUT
job for the past 12 months. Two- 11.25;
McNeal&
thirds of respondents reported
Bank America —14.41 + 134
IS 53• Sal
Merck
being depressed. More than half
Briggs & Strattoe —.-1734 113
said they have borrowed money
Bristol Myers Squibb _21.99 - 1.04
J.C. Penney.---......._211.90 - Ill
from friends or relatives. One
049
+
Caterpillar
quarter said they have skipped
Pepsico,
Orme Texaco Corp..-98.18 +11.14
mortgage or rent payments.
Daimler Chrysler ......--43.21 + 031
Meanwhile. just 40 percent
Regions Financial _... _5.21 +
received unemployment insur+
Deaa Foods
.27.24 - 9.17
Schering-Ploug&
ance, and 83 percent of those
10.13.115
Enos-Mehl
Sean Holding Corp _____41.01 .0.11
who got aid said they're con710 + 1.05
Ford Motor —
cerned the benefits will run out
Thar Warner _________2733 +8.12
+ 1.11
Ekctric
Cameral
before they find a job. Half said
US Baling*----21./7 + 0.21
GluoSseithlilinr ADR _31.98 11311
they didn't have health insurWellPohd hit --_____53.01 - 0_37
5330 0.50
Goodrich
ance. The survey found 60 per+ 0311
Wal-Mart
unemployed
cent of the recently
Goodyear ____________.1515 r 0.22
lost their jobs without warning,
B 1114 A
HopFed Bank
while just 15 percent got some
type of severance and almost
none were offered retraining.
More than half lost their jobs for
Financial Consultants (1.-RI;
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
the first time, while 40 percent
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
had held the same job for three
270.753.3366 I 800•444-1854
Or MOM years.
•.
p.m.
-The jobless have had to face
jobs,
old
their
that
fact
the
incomes, and work identity are
FtIC %swat
-Wad Lou•aNOW Odd ri tit std unc-prbo wrdtinfid Mad* Woman bauble on nqusil
Aka Ssoiless dared Otos* J Head V4 I son C Monte Pro* OMR.% A SIK 02001.
Fliri Guaranies hiss
gone," Zukin said.
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Study: Many unemployed
traumatized by recession
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — A
new study finds that the recession has left many jobless workers struggling to cope with the
psychological stress caused by
becoming unemployed in a
weak economy.
Researchers at the John J.
Heidrich Center for Workforce
Rutgers
at
Development
University said the financial
strain that comes with being out
of work combined with the
sometimes daunting task of
seeking new employment in a
difficult job market has left
many Americans -traumatized."
"Psychologically, it's a world
of hurt out there for the jobless,"
Cliff Zukin, a Rutgers professor
and co-author of the study, said
during a conference call with
reporters. Zukin said "significant numbers" of respondents
have had trouble sleeping since
losing their jobs, have strained
relations with family members
and increased alcohol and drug
dependency. Many also say they
now avoid social situations.
The report released Thursday
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Lost But Loved Animal rescue
hosting special weekend event

Jo's
Datsbook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Lost But Loved Animal Rescue will host
the grand opening of the brand new MurrayCalloway County Dog Park on Saturday and
Sunday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Central
Park. It will be the only dog park in Western
Kentucky.
There will be micro-chipping, gourmet
doggie treats sales, soft drinks, chips and hot
dog sales as a fundraiser. For more information or to volunteer at the event, contact
Linda Cherry at 227-0678.

Grogan reunion Sunday

The annual Bob Dick Grogan Family
Reunion will be Sunday at the University
Church of Christ with a potluck meal to be
served about I p.m. Family members who have celebrated 40 years
or more of marriage are asked to bring wedding photos or memorabilia to be displayed. For more information call Charlie Grogan at
759-3159 or Donna Grogan Herndon at 293-8780.

Smotherman reunion Saturday
The descendants of John Nelson and Mary Paschall Smotherman
will have their annual get together on Saturday at 4:30 p.m. at
Holmes Restaurant. This get together has been going on regularly
since the early 1980s. Children of the couple are 011ie, Pearl and
Jessie with grandchildren being Harold, Eldridge, Johnny, Wren and
Max Smotherrnan, Anna Lou Jones, Dorris and Doyle Humphreys,
Volene Young and Chet Finch. Everyone is invited. For information
call Gail Stubblefield at 753-7951.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Parker

Mr. and Mrs. Orville Swanson

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Parker of 1707 Holiday Dr., Murray, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. Sept. 13, 2009,
with a reception from 2 to 4 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
All relatives and friends are invited. The couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. Parker and the former Linda King were married Sept. 5,
1959, at University Church of Christ with Paul Hodges, minister,
officiating.
Her attendants were Geri Lyell, Carole Robinson, Paulette Steele
and Suzette Steele.
His attendants were Glenn Cunningham,Zane Cunningham, Earl
Steele, Gene Paul King and Dale Parker.
Mrs. Parker is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Ora King.
Mr. Parker is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. James A. Parker. They
are both retired.
They have two daughters, Tammie Hoover and husband, Ken,
and Traci Green and husband, Jerry.
Their four grandchildren are Lauralee Latimer and husband,
Jeremy, Blake Hoover, Raegan Green and Parker Green. Two greatgrandchildren are Dire Dougherty and Layne Latimer.

Mr. and Mrs. Orville Swanson of Murray will observe their 55th
wedding anniversary on Tuesday. Sept. 8. 2009. A later celebration
is planned.
The former Dorothy Collins and Orville Swanson were married
near South Wayne. Wis., where they later farmed for 19 years
before moving with their family to Arizona.
They moved to Kentucky in 1977 and later retired to Murray in
December 2002.
A daughter, Julie, and grandsons, Adrian and Ethan, still live in
Arizona, and a son, Edward, lives in Murray where he is employed
by Briggs & Stratton.

LBL's Woodlands Nature
Station offers program to
Photograph Wildlife

GOLDEN POND, Ky. -- On
Saturday, Sept. 12, Woodlands
Nature Station at Land Between
Lakes (LBL) 'National
The
••••
4r,.‘
4
fe
Morrarealloway County paper, tooth paste, baby diapers Recreation Area will open early
Need Line processed 947 appli- size 4 and 5, tooth brushes for to give visitors a unique opporcations for help, which does not children and adults for personal tunity to photograph native
include the Back-Pack Program, hygiene and cleaning supplies;
wildlife.
Pop Tarts, single serve size
during the month of August,
During the Early Bird Photo
according to Tonia Casey, exec- cereal boxes, single serve size Session, from 7:30 to 9a.m., you
utive director. Last month the pudding cups and lunch size can meet and take pictures of
number of applications was 928. brown paper bags for Back- native Kentucky and Tennessee
These included 837 for food, Pack Program for Children;
animals, including an opossum,
Large brown paper bags to an amphibian, a raptor, and
96 for utilities, 19 for rent, 16
for medication and medical fill for clients.
more. (Animals are subject to
These may be taken to the change at staff's discretion.)
transportation. 309 for personal
and hygiene products, 71 for Need Line office at 638 South The program is $5 for children,
unemployed, 854 for inadequate 4th St., Murray, Monday through
$8 for adults, and includes
income. 12 for money mange- Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
to the Nature Station
Thursday. Sept. 17, from admission
ment, 1 for transient and 9 for
entire day. Space
the
fcr
(NS)
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. will be
homeless.
this program--regfor
limited
is
There are 128 children per the Senior Commodity Food
by calling 270advance
in
ister
Need
at
Day
up
Pick
week for the Back-Pack pro- Program
924-2020.
Line.
gram.
"LBL's Early Bird Photo
Money
Need
Line
Need Line is low of the foloffers a unique opportuSession
be
will
Class
Management
lowing items:
Green beans, tuna, spinach, Monday, Sept. 14, at 10:45 a.m. nity to photograph some of our
resident animals outside of their
carrots, mixed veggies. maca- in the Need Line building.
Need Line Board meeting enclosures in picturesque setroni and chese, crackers, soup
will be Monday. Sept. 21, at tings," stated Carrie Szwed,
and pasta for the pantry;
Eggs and fresh veggies for 12:30 p.m. in the Need Line Public Programs Coordinator.
"We hope to see you bright and
meeting room.
freezer/cooler;
early for this rare opportunity!"
Dish liquid, bar soap, toilet

Need Littegives needs

1

To Mr Valued Customers:
The time has come for me to branch out on my own
again. 1 want to thank youfor allowing me to groom your
pet for the last two years at Westside. I have chosen to
continue what I love and what I have donefor the past 19
years, and that is Mobile Pet Grooming. Ifeel that mobile
grooming provides the ultimate in pet care, allowingfor a
stress-free environment for your pet and myself I would
be honored to continue providing quality grooming service at your home or business in my professional grooming
van. For detailed information, you can visit my website
at: wwwyourmobilegroomercom, or contact me at (270)
978-2872 to schedule an appointment. Open M-F. 7-7:
Sat. 9-1.
Again. thank you and I hope to see you again soon.
Sincerely, Diane Jackson
- A Cut Above Mobile Pet Grooming

Also during the weekend of
Sept. 12 and 13 at NS,check out
a special, temporary exhibit featuring the 18 winning photographs of the 2008 LBL
Association Photo Contest.
Photos were judged in six different categories. The outstanding
winning photographs depict a
variety of LBL's wildlife and
beautiful scenery.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with Friends of
LBL, to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. We encourage visitors to review our website at www.lbl.org each season,
and throughout the season, for
our Calendar of Events, updates
on programs and policies, and
temporary trail and road closures. Additional LBL information is also available on our
website or by calling 1-800LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000.
You can find out more about
Friends of LBL at www.friendsoflbl.org.
.11
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Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will continue its program
Friday at 7 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church, located on Ky.
121 North at Stella. Featured soloists will be Margie Black,
Ethelene Darnell, Elaine Reed and Jackie Graham Items for Need
Line will be received. This program will be on first and third
Fridays of the month. For more information call Joe Lawrence at
753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666

Lodge plans fundraiser
Ruling Star Lodge will be selling ribs and chickens as a fundraiser on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 210 Walnut St., behind
Murray Supply. Featured will be ribs full slab, whole chickens and
combo. To order or for more information call 1-270-485-6515

Reformers'group will meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m. at the club
building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.
Ott

Volureer tnaning planned
voiumIr TrainineBir Murray Elementary, Middle and

High
Schools will be Friday at 8 a.m. at the Murray Board of Education,
208 S. 13th St. For more information call Jean Bennett at 753-4363.

Concerned Taxpayers will meet
The Active Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway (ACT), non partisan, non denominational and not for profit will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 6 p.m. in the big room at the Calloway County Public
Library. Further plans for the Freedom Tea Party on Sept. 12 at
10:30 a.m. at the old Howard Brandon Autoworld will be made.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or )877-447-2004

Knitting Group will meet
Knitting Group (Prayer Shawls) will meet Friday at 9 a.m. at
First United Methodist Church. Those attending knit or crochet
shawls. The group has given 20 shawls to Hospice for the patients
and also to homebound persons. All interested women are invited.
For information call the church at 753-3812.

MHS Class plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1999 will have its 10-year reunion
on Saturday. A donut breakfast will be at Murray Middle School
atrium and a memorial for Micah Cathey will follow on Ty Holland
Field. A dinner will be at 7 p.m. at Mugsys at a cost of $30. Class
members
are
asked
to
make
at
reservations
mhsreunion1999kblive.com.

MTS Class plans reunion
Murray Training School Class of 1954 will have its 55-year
reunion on Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the home of Melvin and Rita
Henley. For more information call 293-1908.
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Fall Is For Planting
*Chrysanthemums
*Snow Survivor Pansies
*Kale & Cabbage
*Trees & Shrubs

Benefits

.t-

rand Opening —credo/3
g
1/2 Price

Eyebrow Arches Thursday, Sept. 10th

FREE Shampoo & Deep Conditioner
Friday, Sept. 11th
Call for more information. Open Mon.-Sat.

1/619ile Pei .(1-111niiiiirq
e
Full Service Crmonung at Your Curb
Compelitivel Priced • Air Conditioned!Heated an
Warm Watt!, Bathing • I'sing All Natural Products
334 Years ll-Apencnce • Multiple Pet Diwouni
, Senior()turn Discount • Satisfaction(luatantecd
Www.yourmobilegroomer.com

Appt: 270-978-2872
M-F 7am-7 pm,Sat.9 am-1 pm

••• Autumn Decor •••
Walk-Ins

*Fall Wreaths
*Seasonal Flaw

RerreSalnents

welcome
GlOpaiva vs

"kigrao4 Cep/14"re7Egyere
Amy McKinney, Jada Moore & Rebecca Mleon

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
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NEW LOCATION
1400 B Hillwood • Murray (Behind Cain's Chrysler)
759-1874

Times
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EVERYTHING'S ON SALE! Over 30 Bedrooms, Over 25 Reclining Sofas & Sectionals, Over 50
Living Room Sofas & Sections, Over 30 Dining Room & Dinettes, Over 15 Leather Sofa Sets &
much, much more. ALL ON SALE!!!
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SERTA PRICE ROLL BACK ON ALL MODELS'
Save On Twin • Full • Queen • King
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At Fleming All We Do Is Save You Money!
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wpm& monthly payment,no interest for 24 months
• Pbo interest for 311 months with minimum purchase of $1,999 and 25% down with
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Lancaster returns as
Theodore Roosevelt in
Playhouse fundraiser

Bolls returns to Murray
State for hometown show
Special to the Ledger
Murray native Kaci Bolls
will return to her hometown
once again on Friday, Sept. II.
at 7 p.m. to perform on the stage
of Murray State University's
Lovvett Auditorium and to promote her new ER "1929."
"Raised by an elementary
school teacher and a Church of
Christ songleader, she learned
young the magic of music and
the thrill of performing," Bolls'
bio reads. "A cappella music
was her daily bread, and harmonies and melodies poured out
of her soul. This led her to pursue a Bachelor's degree in
Music from Harding University,
a school that taught her the finer
points of music, while simultaneously sparking in her a rebellious streak. She fell in love, it
didn't work out. She fell in love
again, followed the boy to
Mississippi, and got her heart

broken a second time.
"After drifting for a few
years, a stroke of luck - Marty
Dodson stumbled across an
album of Kaci's songs and
called her up to ask her why she
wasn't in Nashville. Without an
excuse, Dodson dared Kaci to
Lennon
John
enter
a
Songwriting contest. Her Mom
loaned her the $30 entry fee, and
Kaci submitted four songs. T\vo
songs earned honorable mentions, and two songs were
named runner up in the folk and
children's categories. Kaci started to catch the vision - a vision
of the life like she'd always
dreamed of living, but didn't
believe was possible.
"And so, she moved to
Nashville, Tenn. Once again,
she fell in love. Almost immediately, she was signed to a publishing deal. Ultimately, both
ended in a parting of ways. Now
with her second publishing deal,

Arts in tile kilo.
• Tommy Akers Band will play
tonight (Thursday) at the Big
Apple Cafe, Guerilla Poetry will
play Wednesday and the John
Sutton Band will play next
Thursday, Sept. 3. Music starts
at 9 p.m. There is a cover charge
and weekend shows are limited
to ages 21 and older.
• Murray State University's
Cinema International series
presents the 2007 GermanTurkish film "The Edge of
Heaven" at 7:30 p.m. tonight
and
Friday
(Thursday),
Saturday in the Currie Center
Theater. The French thriller, 'Tell
No One" will play next week at
the same times.

444-6828.
•The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah will show
the French film "Summer Hours,"
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
On Saturday at 4 p.m., it will
show "All Dogs Go to Heaven"
as part of the "Movies for Me"
children's film series. For more
details, visit www.maidenalleycinerna.org.
• Jackson Purchase Friends
of Bluegrass hosts a free
Bluegrass Night at Draftenville's
Kentucky Opry at 8 p.m. Friday.
For tickets, call (270) 527-3989
or 1-888-459-8704.

•Loggins & Messina will per• Paducah's Market House form at 7:30 p.m. Saturday at
Theatre will present 'Smoke on Paducah's Carson Center. For
the Mountain Homecoming" at tickets, call (270) 450-4444 or
7:30 p.m. Thursday through visit www.theoarsoncenter.com.
Saturday and at 2:30 p.m.
To add an event to the arts
Saturday and Sunday. The
show concludes next weekend. calendar, contact Hawkins
For more details or for tickets, Teague at 753-1916 or
visit mhtplay.com or call (270) hteagueOmutrayledgercom.

Lancaster

BeNs
a lifetime's worth of love and
disappointment - and a stubWm, resilient hope - Kaci is
writing songs that resonate,
songs that touch the real hearts
of real people."
"Kaci Bolls is the real deal,"
said
Odie
Blackmon, a
Grammy-nominated writer who
has written hits for George Strait
and Lee Ann Womack. "I have
been waiting a long time to be
able to buy her music. She has
always been one of my favorite
artists. She sings and writes with
a depth, soul, and authenticity
that is rare in today's corporate
country mainstream."
"Kaci Bolls has the heart of a
poet and the voice of a superstar," said Bobby Braddock,
producer and Hall of Fame
songwriter with 13 number-one
hits.
"I have always loved Kaci's
voice ," said Grammy-winning
songwriter and artist Kim
Carnes. "Really cool and distinctive. Her new track '1929'
sounds like a big ol' fat radio-hit
to me."
"Kaci Bolls is a true singer,"
said Randy Houser, Universal
South recording artist and top10 songwriter. "It's very rare
that 1 hear a voice that paints
perfect pictures of a lyric. She is
a fearless songwriter and will
share the depths of her life with
a listener. That's what grabs
me."
New songs on the EP. also
include "1 Feel Blue,""Hide the
Sun" and "1 Miss You." For tickets to the show, visit ticketmaster.com or call 809-5577 or 1800-745-3000.

Special to the Ledger
Playhouse in the Park is
delighted to announce that Mr.
Theodore Roosevelt himself
will be making a second visit to
Playhouse in the Park on
Thursday, Sept. 17 at 7 p.m.
Please make your plans to join
us as our friend, Pete Lancaster,

Special to the Ledger
The Murray Art Guild
announces a call for entries for
the second annual juried photography exhibition, "Proofs."
This is an exciting opportunity
for local and regional artists of
all ages to enter their recent photographic works of art for a
chance to win one of nine
Johnson.
Michel
awards.
Professor of An in Photography,
will be the Juror for this year's
exhibition which will take place
at the beautiful Robert 0. Miller

in
Center
Conference
The
Murray.
Downtown
Deadline to enter digital images
via CD of your work is Friday at
3 p.m. to the Guild office at 500
North Fourth St. The full
prospectus with Guidelines and
other important dates can be
website:
our
on
found
www.murrayartguild.org. For
more information, please contact the office by phone at 7534059 or by email at murrayartguildemurray-ky.net.
Also, MAG Juniors, a youth

studio for ages 7 to 12 with
instructor Lauren Williams is
still open. It began on Sept. 1
and will be Tuesdays for 12
weeks from 4 to 5:30 p.m.
Participants in this studio will
cultures
different
explore
around the world through art. It
is not limited to one medium; in
fact students will use all kinds.,
Some examples of classes.
would be Native American.
Dream Weavers, Japanese
Hanging Scrolls, and Egyptian
Hieroglyphics.

Comedian comes to Kentucky Opry
his lips and a benign twinkle in
Special to the Ledger
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. - his eye, Carl spreads an infecCarl Hurley, drawing from his tious form of fun that is often
roots in the tradition of such outrageous yet always goodother American humorists as natured and - clean. His unique
Andy Griffith and Garrison comedy style, coupled with a
Keillor, delights audiences with background in public education,
his reflections on life as viewed has earned him the title of
by a native of Appalachia with a
"America's Funniest Professor."
singular sense of the absurd.
Hurley will appear at the
Part of a family of natural-born
Opry in Draffenville
Kentucky
storytellers from the hills of
8 p.m. along with all
at
Saturday
Laurel County, Kentucky,
Hurley combines his innate the Kentucky Opry Regulars
skills as a yarn-spinner with the and special guests. For more
expressiveness of a great comic info on Carl Hurley go to
actor. With an impish giggle on http://www.carlhurley.com.

!Miss

1978 ChickorY

4 Bedroom, 3 Bath

•

We heard your concerns and,
therefore, are starting this show
a half-hour earlier. You should
easily be out by 8:30."
Reservations can be made by
calling the box office at 7591752, or coming by during regular office hours. Hours are from
1 to 5 p.m. on Mondays,
Tuesdays, Fridays; from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. on Thursdays: and
closed on Wednesdays.

MAG calls for entries for new exhibit

108 Birchwood Dr.- 8341000

' WN% W.111

brings his one-man show,
"T.R.," back to Playhouse after a
smashingly successful evening
in early August.
"We realize that some of you
were unable to attend the August
show because of concerns about
late bedtimes since school has
Playhouse
back,"
started
Executive Director Lisa Cope
wrote in an e-mail. "We highly
recommend the show for children, probably 5th grade and up.

tirraykyrealestate.com
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PREP GOLF
ROUNDUP

FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS PREP PREVIEW
WEEK 2
SCOREBOARD
Calloway Co. at
Trigg Co.

Fresh start?

Murray at
Fulton City
Marshall Co. at
Lone Oak
Mayfield at
Paducah Tilghman

Lakers
sweep
Mayfield at
Oaks
CONNELL FIRES
PERSONAL-BEST
37 TO LEAD
LADY LAKERS
Staff Roped
The Calloway County boys
and girls golf teams defeated
Mayfield at Oaks Country Club
on Wednesday.
The boys shot 149 as a team
and bested the Cardinals' 164.
Calloway was led by Chasten
Howard, who fired a 35 to take
Hunter
honors.
medalist
Garrison shot 36 and Brock
Simmons finished at 38. Daniel
Matt
40,
shot
Harper
McReynolds shot 42 and Austin
Miles turned in a 43.
Trey Whitnell led Mayfield
with a 36.
On the girls side, the Lady
Lakers blew away the Lady
Cardinals, shooting 163 as a
team to Mayfield's 213.
Madison Connell shot a personal-best 37 to pace Calloway.
Katie Tindell shot 43 while
Summer Simmons and Safiah
Hassan shot 44. Chelsea
Holzschuh and Madison Contri
rounded out the Lady Laker
contingent with 47s.
Calloway hosts Marshall
County and Massac County (Ill.)
today at Oaks Country Club.

Muhlenberg Co. at
Graves Co.
Ballard Memorial at
Heath
Reidland at
Todd Co. Central
Fulton Co. at
Massac Co.(Iii.)
Crittenden Co. at
Hopkins Co. Central
Fort Campbell at
Pearl-Cohn (Tenn.)
Hopkinsville vs.
Greenwood
Christian Co. at
Henderson Co.

Today In Prep Sports •

Union Co. at
Madisonville-N.H.

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
After an 0-2 start,
Stadium.
Stewart
Roy
at
week
last
Classic
The Calloway County Lakers take the field for the Crosstown
start?
fresh
a
make
Lakers
the
Can
week.
this
Willis
Tyrrell
Calloway returns star running back and defensive lineman

Webster Co. at
Logan Co.

NEW DAY FOR CALLOWAY?

McLean Co. at
Allen Co.-Scottsville
Warren Central at
Owensboro Apollo

2009 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
CLASS 1A, Dismicr 1
Mayfield
Crittenden Co.
Ballard Mem.
Fulton City
Fulton Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

2-0
1-0
0-2
0-2
0-2

CIASS 2A, DISTRICT 1
Murray
Heath
Caldwell Co.
Reidland
Trigg Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

2-0
1-0
1-1
0-1
0-2

Oy TOMMY DELANO
Sports Writer
For the second consecutive
week, most of the questions
up to Calloway
leading
County's Friday night football
game center around Tyrrell
Willis.
But this time it isn't whether
or not the Division I running
back and defensive line prospect
will play — head coach Josh
McKeel says he'll be on the
field at Trigg County — but how
much impact he'll have.
The Lakers are reeling after
suffering a a blowout loss for the
second consecutive week last
Friday. Willis has been absent
for both of those games.
He'll be an inunediate impact
player on both sides of the ball,
but how close to game-shape
will he be? He's been absent
from practices since the July 15
start-up date.
Furthermore, will his pres-

scratching his head?
"I hope something comes out
of it," said McKeel, whose team
Calloway County at
has been outscored 83-7 over
quarters of football so far
eight
When:8 p.m.(second game of Wildcat
this season. "Hopefully he'll
Chevrolet Bowl doubleheader: first pits
Hopldnsvilie against Greenwood)
give us a boost, but we're going
Where: Perdue Field (Cadiz, Ky.)
be looking for a boost from a
to
Radio: WAM,89.7 FM
Records: Calloway Co. 0-2 (0-0, 1lot of different places."
4A): Trigg Co. 0-2 (0-0, 1-2A)
It isn't clear on which side of
Last meeting: Calloway won 35-28 in
ball Willis will have the
the
Cadiz (2008)
Why Calloway can win: Willis files to
greatest effect.
the football on defense and should be
The Laker offense hasn't
able to get into open spec* on offense
more than 200 yards in
gained
behind tackles Witharvis and Celhoon
Having the big boy back will also give
either of its first two games
McKee( more freedom to mix and
while the defense has given up
match players, hopefully finding a hneyards to its opponents'
300-plus
up that works.
Why Trigg can win: The Wildcats are
rushing games in both contests.
a shadow of last year's teem, but they
McKeel hopes his star will be
still have one key ingredient — speed.
good enough condition to
in
to
Trigg started
come around on
defense last week, but the offense is
play both ways.
still green If Stewart finds a rhythm,
"We'll just have to wait and
the Wildcats will put points on the
see," he said. "Football games
board_
are much different than sprints
ence be enough to lift the Lakers and running miles. Is he in game
out of a disappointing start to the shape yet? I wouldn't think so.
season that has even McKee! We'll just try to utilize him the

Friday

Trigg County

CIASS 2A, Disnucr 2
Fort Campbell 0-0
Hancock Co. 0-0
O'boro Cath. 0-0
Todd Co. Cent. 0-0

2-0
1-1
1-1
0-2

CIASS 3A, Disnucr 1
McLean Co.
Pad. Tilghman
Union Co.
Webster Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2

CLASS 4A, Disnucr 1
0-0
tone Oak
Hopkins Cent. 0-0
Calloway Co. 0-0

2-0
1-0
0-2

CLASS 4A, Dismicr 2
Franklin-Simp. 0-0
Allen Co.-Scott.0-0
0-0
Russell Co.
0-0
Logan Co.
0-0
Warren East

2-0
1-0
1-0
0-2
0-2

CLASS SA, Disnucr 1
Owensboro
Hopkinsville
Mad'ville-N.H.
Ohio Co.
Christian Co.

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

1-0
1-1
1-1
0-1
0-2

CLASS 6A, DISTRICT 1
O'boro Apollo 1-0
0-0
Graves Co.
Henderson Co. 0-0
0-0
Daviess Co.
Marshall Co. 0-0
Muhlenberg Co.0-1

Soya Soccer
7 p.m
Graves Co. at Calloway Co
5 30 p.m
Mayfield at Murray
God
Trigg Co., Carlisle Co. at Murray
4 p.m.
(MCC)
Marshall Co., Massac Co. at Calloway
4 p.m.
Co.(Oaks)

2-0
1-0
1-1
0-1
0-2
0-2

Tigers hoping to
stay hungry
FULTON CITY FIRST OF THREE
STRAIGHT WINLESS OPPONENTS
My TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Complacency is a dirty word
around the Murray football
compound these days.
After thrashing crosstown
rival Calloway County 49-0 last
Friday, the Tigers now face three
consecutive games in which
they'll not only be playing down
in class, but facing opponents
with a combined 0-6 record so
far this season.
Finding ways to improve
against foes who likely won't
give his team much of a challenge is the first order of business for Steve Duncan and his
coaching staff as Murray travels
to Fulton City Friday.
See TRIERS, 2B

Friday
Murray at Fulton City
When: 7 30 p m
Where: Memorial Stadium (Fulton Ky)
Radio: WNRS. 1340 AM
Records: Murray 2-0 (0-0, 1-2A)
Fulton City 0-2 (0-0 I - I Ap
Last meeting: Murray won 56-14 in
Murray (2008)
Why Murray can win: The Tigers
shouldn t have any trouble in this one
The bread and butter is the rushing
attack but a weaker opponent might
offer Duncan the chance to let his
passing game spread its wings On
defense don be surprised if the
Tigers pitch another shutout
Why Fulton can win. It would take an
effort the size of two states for the border dwelling Bulldogs to pull off a yocto
Ty in this one Fulton City has played
without OH DeMarguis Young who has
been suspended for the past two
games His potential return would help
the Bulldogs but it likely wouldn t be
enough to keep this one interesting

best way possible."
Calloway surprised the
Crosstown Classic crowd last
week by coming out in a wing T
offensive scheme before a quick
deficit forced them to abandon
the conservative formation.
But despite the Lakers' limited success with the offense,
McKee! says his club will go
back to his traditional spread
look this week as its base
offense while keeping the wing
T as a wrinkle.
"We really sat down long and
hard Friday night and thought,
'What do we do?' he said. "I
think we kind of lost our identity a little bit offensively. (The
spread) is what we've done
since I was hired four years ago
and we've got to get back to
that."
Who will run that offense is
once again in question. After

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
ROUNDUP

Mr.
Antsy
Pantsy
LOUISVILLE
QB BURKE
ANXIOUS TO
GET BACK ON
FIELD

By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Justin Burke walked off the field
at Cardinals Stadium four years
ago a champion.
He'll walk back on it
Saturday night trying to revive a
career stuck in idle for far too
long.
The Louisville quarterback
and former Kentucky high
school star admits there will be
some nerves when he heads out
to the huddle for the first time
against Indiana State on
Saturday night.
But they'll be the good kind
of jitters, the "finally, I'm back"
jitters after three seasons of
watching and waiting.
He'll take a second to savor
it, to drink in the atmosphere.
But that's it.
Then it'll be down to the business of trying to help Louisville
bounce back to respectability
after its first losing season in
niorc than a decade.
It's a place the Cardinals held
for most of the last decade
behind the play of quarterbacks
like Chris Redman, Stefan
Lefors and Brian Brohm.
Now it's Burke's turn, though
he knows right now he's more ot
a question mark than an eNclamation point.
That's OK. lie's more than
eager to prove himself.
"I know the tradition here, the
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
Quarterback Christian Duncan takes instruction from coach history.- he said. "I just want to
and father Steve Duncan during Murray's 49-0 win over go out and play and help us
Calloway County last week. The Tigers travel to Fulton City win."
this week to face the 0-2 Bulldogs
II See BURKE, 28
•See LAKERS,2B
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PREP VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP
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Lady Lakers fall to
CCA in straight games

4418

Still Moen

- Calloway County fell to
Community
Christian
2-0
Tuesday might in Paducah.
The Lady Lakers fell 25-21
in the first game and 25-19 in
the second to fall to 3-9 on the
season.
Lxxic
Watson
paced
Calloway with 11 points and
twa aces. Emily McKnight contributed eight points while
Allison Rogers added six points,
two assists and two aces.
Brittnee Deitz scored four
points and added four kills while
Leanne Luther added seven
points and two assists. Maegan
Lusk added one point and
Samantha Darnell scored two
points and served an ace.

III Burke
From Page 113
Though

he grew

up in

Lexington, Burke said his loyalty
was • equally divided between
Kentucky and the Cardinals. His
mother, Jennifer, is from eastern
Kentucky. His father, Greg, is
from Louisville.
' 71 watched them hcah and 6)1lowed them both," Burke said."I
wanted them both to do well."
'-He kept that neutrality 00 the
field too. Burke wore a No.2jeticy in honor of former Kentucky
star Tim Couch during his Pop
Warner days. Under his pads —
and over his heart — he'd don a
gray T-shirt just like farmer
Louisville quarterback Dave
Ragone.
He led Lexington Catholic to
a Cllass 3A state title his senior
yea!, winning the championship
on the Cardinal Stadium turf,
thee opting to take his game to
N.C. State.
.two years and three passes
later, Burke wanted out and
found a home at Louisville. He
set.out last season under NCAA
tripafer ruin and spent it buried
in the Loidsville playbook. What
else did you expect from a guy
who will likely have his MBA by
die time he's done with school?

In JV action, CCA defeated
Calloway 2-1 (3-21, 21-19, 421). Ashleigh Wolfe scored eight
points, dished out two assists
and served two aces.
•
Dera Hale added seven points
and Ellyn Luther scored five.
The Lady Laker freshmen
also fell 2-1 (22-24, 21-15, 1821). Jessica Foster scored 17

points and served up four aces
while Ellyn Luther scored 10
points and served two aces.
Calloway will travel to
Princeton on Saturday for the
Caldwell County Slamfest.
rS
Ron Pep ill
"We've got some goals for
the poseseason, and if Mlle
going to do MIA* there,
you've got,to get better each
week," said .Dusican, who has
guided the Tigers to their first 20 start since a 7-0 jaunt began
the 2004 year.
know a lot of coaches set
score oultia and things Like that,
but'
um math goal
is improve
at every position. We have yet to
get that perfect gaist."
If last week's- Crosstown
wasn'tt
.
4
,, it
classic
om
was at .
i n :Zambia suiriiii"
dis_
The Tigers ascended to No.7
.in the Associated Press Class 2A
poll this week and are one of the
biggest surprises in the state
after victories overCLass 5A and

aquadk
And,just two years after former • c6ach Lee Edwards
installed the Tony Franklin
spreadoffense, Murray is now
rain it done with smaslunouth
football.
Duncan engineered the
abrupt switch in schemes last
fall and the Tigers stumbled out
to a 1-3 record. But with a talented, experienced line and a
loaded backfield, the rewards
are now being reaped.
"It was pretty obvious Friday
night, we've got some good running backs and a good line,"

Haverstock Insurance Agency

:

WATSON'S 11 POINTS,2 ACES
PACE CALLOWAY
. .

Murray Ledger & T

Will Lawson and Bob Brown of the Oaks Country Club
celebrate holes in one. Lawson recorded his fourth
hole in one on June 9 on the 182-yard par-3 15th hole
using a nine-wood. Brown carded his second hole in
one on the 128-yard par-3 3rd hole using a nine-iron.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
National League Standings
American Lamour,Standings
AN Times CDT
AN Timms CDT
East Division
last Divislon
W L Pct GB
W L Pct GB
76 54.585 —
Philadelphia
85 48.639
—
New York
70 63.526 7 1/2
Atlanta
77 55.583 7 1/2
Boston
69 64.519 8 1/2
Florida
72 60 54512 1/2
limps Bay
59 74.44418 1/2
New York
Toronto
59 73 44725 1/2
46 88.343
32
Washington
54 80.40331 1/2
Baltimore
Central Division
Central Division
W L Pct GS
W L Pct GB
79 55.590
Si. Louis
71 61.538 —
Detroit
67 84.51110 1/2
Chicago
67 88.504 4 1/2
ANnitesolit
14
64 68.485
Milwaukee
7
Ctdosgs
05 09.406
63 70.47415 1/2
Houston
Cleseland
IS 74.4311 13
60 73.45118 1/2
Cincinnati
Kerma City
51 02300901/2
53 79.402
25
Pittsburgh
Vitra MAW
West Division
W . L Pat GIS
W L Pct GB
711 54.591 —
Loit Angeles
79 55.590 —
Los Angeles
Texas
76 68.504 3 1/2
74 59.558 4 1/2
Colorado
Seattle
70 64.522 9
73 60.649 5 1/2
San Francisco
59 74.44419 1/2
Oaltrend
Arizona
San Diego

Duncan said. "We're just trying
to use the players we've got in
the offense we think best fits
them. The guys last year had to
buy into it, though, and Jordan
Garland was one of the first to
do that."
Or Class 2A teams that
played in both of the season's
first two weeks, Murray's defensive unit is tops.
The Tigers have surrendered
just six points, a Madisonville
touchdown Duncan says probably wouldn't have happened if
not for a bad call on his part.
Murray's next closest competition is Prestonsburg, which has
given-up 21 points over two victories.
The defense has gotten key
performances in both games
from players whose roles were
supposed to be supporting ones.
Against Calloway,that player
was junior defensive tackle
Harley Dienes, who received the
unenviable assignment of lining
up across from college prospect
Grant Williams.
"Harley hadn't played much
defensive tackle and we asked
him to come in and sacrifice his
body and he did it," Duncan
said. "He did a good job and
held his own against Grant."
Sophomore defensive back
Bob Fields has also been a key
contributor, notching six tackles
and an interception over two

New Beginnings Transition Homes,Inc.
FIRST ANNUAL

\'
HOME OF HOPE
MOTORCYCLE RALLY
& SILENT AUCTION

Saturday,September 12,2009
Town & Country Motorsports
Hwy.94 E.• Murray, KY
Registration and Breakfast 9:00 a.m.
First Bike out 10:00 a.m. — Last Bike in 2:00 p.m.
Lunch Begins 1:30 p.m.
Awards 2:15 p.m. — Bids stop 2:30 p.m.
$250 First Prize, $150 Second Prize
$25 Registration Includes: T-shirt, Breakfast,
Lunch, and Map.
Extra rider - $10($15 with shirt)
Bike Blessings Available Courtesy of Christian Pietorcyck Association

games.
Sophomore Rodney Skinnerand junior Anthony Banderol;
have given the Tigers added
depth on the defensive line.
allowing Duncan to give his
linemen who play both ways
needed rest.
"We Were counting on some
of the younger guys, hoping
they would mature and give us
some depth and they have,"
Duncan said.
'But the Tigers can't rest in
their accomplishments, Duncan
says, though the prospect might
be tempting against Fulton City,
which has been outscored 120-19 en TOW to an 0-2 start W the

season.
Senior wining back and linebacker hoquise Lockett is the
Bulldogs'stud and poses quite a
challenge on special teams —"be
took a fake punt 51 yards for a'
touchdown and returned a kickoff 82 yards for a score in the
season-opener against Lake
County (term.).
But Lockett VALS the chief
focus of Gleason's defensive
effort last week, and the
Tennessee squad was able to
hold the Bulldogs scoreless.
"They don't have 'as many
weapons as they have in-the past
and I think people can focus a
little bit on him because of that,"
Duncan said. "But he's got the
size and speed to maybe play
some college football."
After 2007's surprise program-best 9-2 finish, Fulton
City fell on hard times last season, went 3-7 and was ousted in
the first round of the playoffs.
Graduation has gutted the
program each of the past two
seasons, leaving the Bulldogs
inexperienced and with little
depth.
"We're a young team with a
lot of inexperience," head coach
Wayne Lohaus told the Union
City (Tenn.) Daily Messenger.
"That's not an excuse, it's just a
fact. Everybody hits us and we
just fold."
Unlike most schools, Fulton
City doesn't field a junior varsity program, which means its

Washmiliday's Games
Chimp Wham Sox 4, Minnesota 2
Oliklend 10, Kansas Clay 4 ,
SIM* 3, L.A. Angels 0
Oellell 4, Cleveland 2
N.Y. Yankees 10, Baltimore 2
Tlimpe Bay 8, Boston 5
Texas 5. Toronto 4
Thureillay's Games
Cleveland(Carmona 3-9) at Detroit
(N.Robertson 1-1). 12:05 p.m.
Chicago While Sox (C.Torres 0-0)at
Chicago Cubs(Dempster 8-7), 1:20
p.m.
N.Y. Yankees(Gaudin 1-0) at Toronto
(R.Romero 114),6.07 p.m.
Boston (Buchholl 3-3) at Tampa Bay
(Price 74).&OS p.mSum*(Snell 3-1) at Oakland(ibmko
3-2).905 p.m.
Friday's Games
144Innesola(Pavan° 11-10)at Cleveland
(Sowers 5-9), 6:06 p.m.
'resat(Feldman 14-4)at Baltimore
(Taman 1-2), 6:06 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees(Chamberlein e-4)at
Toronto (Halliday 134),6:07 p.m.
DetroN (Vertander 15-7)at Tamps Bay
(Nlemenn 12-6). 6:38 p.m.
LA.limprielJer.Weever 13-5)at
Karam City(Mocha 6-10). 7:10 p.m.
Baton (P.Byrd 1-0)id ChkagolNhiks
Sox(Gan*0-2), 7:11 p.m.
Somas(Rowland-Smith 2-2)at Oskland
(Maze= 44),906 p.m.

18
61 73.455
59 76 43720 1/2

Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati 5, Pittsburgh 3
Chicago Cubs 2, Houston 0
San Diego 7, Washington 0
San Francisco 4, Philadelphia 0
Florida 8, Atlanta 7
St. Louis 10, Milwaukee 3
Colorado 5, N.Y. Mete 2
Arizona 4. L.A. Dodgers 1

Thursday's Games

Milwaukee (M.Parra 9-10) at St. Louis .
(Srnoltz 1-0), 115 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (C.Torres 0-0) at
Chicago Cubs (Dempster 8-7), 1:20
p.m
N.Y. Mete (Misch 0-1) at Colorado
(Marquis 14-9), 2:10 p.m.
San Francisco (Lincecum 13-4) at
Philadelphia (P.Martlnez 2-0), 8:05
Atlanta (Hanson 9-3) at Florida
(Nolasco 9-8), 6:10 p.m.
Arizona (Bucluier 2-5) at L. A. Dodgers
(Garland 8-11). 9:10 p.m.

Friday's Games
Florida tWest 6-5) at Washington (Mock
3-6), 6:05 p.m.
St. Louis (Wainwright 16-7) at
Pittsburgh (K_Hart 4-4), 6:05 p.m.
Chicago Cubs(Zambian° 7-6) at N.Y.
Meta (Parnell 3-7), 6:10 p.m.
Cincinnati (Arroyo 11-12) at Atlanta
(D.Lowe 13-8), 6:35 p.m.
Philadelphia (CI.Lee 5-1) at Houston
(W.Rodriguez 12-9), 7:05 p.m.
San Francisco (Zito 9-11) at Milwaukee
(Suppan 6-8), 7:06 p.m.
Arizona (Haren 13-8) at Colorado
(Hammel 8-7), 8:10 p.m.
San Diego (LeBlanc 0-1) at L.A.
Dodgers(Kershaw 8-7), 9:10 p.m_

SPOrtlig.:riefs
•Memo0AI 1909 Course will hold a Junior Golf Clinic on
,111
Mondays Ws fall, beginning on Sept. 14. The clinic will begin at 5 p.m.
and last until 6:15 and will be held Sept. 14, 21 and 28 and Oct. 5, 12
and 19. Age limit 1. 13 and participation is limited to the first 20 paid
entries.

Lakers
From Page 1 B
senior Jordan Burkeen earned

to be better than we are."
As for McKeel's take on the
Wildcats, he's more worried
about his own team at this point.
"It's a different situation than
I've been in," he said. "I've mil
with all the seniors, had several
coaches meetings. When you're
building a program, you know
which direction to go. But we've
got eight or nine kids returning
from a regional championship
team and we've got a lot of
unanswered questions."

starts at quarterback
in
Calloway's first two games.
McKeel says the battle at the
position has been re-opened.
In fact, Laker fans should
expect shuffling at several positions this week. McKcel says
he'll move starting running back
Austin Hargrove back to receiver, pending Willis' return to the
backfield.
It isn't out of the question
Notes:
that either Willis or Hargrove
NI
Caleb Young has been
could also see snaps at quarternamed the Lakers' starting curlplayers must gain all their expe- back.
rience on Friday nights.
"As we stand right now, the ter going forward, McKee' said.
Young got the start at center
Nobs:
starter (at quarterback) Friday is
•Christian Duncan played yet to be determined," McKee! in last Friday's game as Ionic-.
the entire first half at quarter- said. "The battle is opened back time center Nick Calhoon
back against Calloway County up. We need to find a way to moved over to the other tackle
position opposite Williams;
before Kendall Deese entered in execute."
the second.
The good news for Calloway Calhoon struggled with several
Steve Duncan says how is that Trigg County limps into snaps in the season-opener at
much Deese plays will be large- Friday's game in Cadiz with Caldwell.
"Obviously, Nick's been oar
ly determined by how winded many of the same issues. The
center
for a while," McKeel
his son is after playing every Wildcats are also off to an 0-2
down in the defensive backfield. start after suffering heavy gradu- said. "But you have to figure out
Later in the season, the ation losses from last year's the best way to put the five out
there. Right now, we feel the
coaching staff may be more i team.
intentional about giving playing
Union City (Tenn.) blew past best way is to go with a sopho
time to Deese, who is consid- Trigg in week 0, racking up 270 more center and surround tan
ered to be Murray's quarterback rushing yards en route to a 45-6 with seniors."
Fellow sophomore A:t.
of the future.
win.
"Right now, it just depends
The Wildcats fared better Mercado also got in the mix tin
on how tired Christian gets," he defensively last week against the offensive line last Friday
said. "We want to get Kendall Graves County, but came out on when senior Logan Burks startreps because next year and even the losing end of a 10-8 deci- ed the game at running back.
Burks will be back on the line
this year, he'll be in there a lot. sion.
this
week. McKeel says, but
We've just got to get him a little
On offense, Trigg has transibigger, get on those weights."
tioned from a balanced squad to Mercado will still see time.
one that relies heavily on the
passing game behind first-year
2009 TIOER STATS
2009 LAKER STATS
21 21 14 14 — 70
Calloway
0
Murray
7 0 0
starter Andrew Stewart, who
7
Opponents 7 36 21 19 -63
Opponents 0 6 0 0—S
threw the ball a school-record
38 times against Graves.
TEAM STATISTICS
TEAM STATISTICS
NM
OPP
On defense, head coach
CCNS
OPP
First Downs
29
29
First Downs
21
37
Shannon Burcham says his team
Rushes-Yards 79-483 08-261
Rushes-Yards
60-1119
73-614..
is
playing
more
zone
than
ever
160
Passing Yards
55
Passing Yards
128
140,
Comp-Alt-Int
2-5-0 19-44-2
before. Trigg teams traditionally
Comp-Att- Int
13-31-0 12-21-0
421
754
I
518
Total Yards
Total Yards
317
have been known for a break4-1
8-4
Fumbles-Lost
Fumbles Lost
8-1
5-2
but-don't-bend look that favors
Penalties-Yards 12-83 12-100
Penalties-Yards 15.138
14-93
blitzing and man coverage.
"We're starting to piece
.•
Imonnouki Srarisrics
INDIVIDUAL STAIIIITICI
things together," coach Shannon
Russia — Wicks 29-208 3TD, M
Muslim -- Hargrove 14-129 TO.
Deese 19-117 310, D Fields 15-95
Treadway 9-59. Greer 14-23. Seay 5Burcham said. "Our defense
TD, Duncan 6-37 Davis 2-14, Buck 220. Friedrich 1-4 Heppe 1-2. Burkeen
stepped up its intensity in the
14, K Deese 5-0, Smith 1-0
18+301
second half (against Graves).
Paresis M Deese 1-1-0 50 TO,
Passim Burkeen 12-24-0 101, Greer
Duncan 1-3-0 5, K Deem 0-1-0 0
We had a lot of turnover on the
1-7-0 27
Recensio - Langford 1-50 TD,
Beauvoir;
Seay 5-67 Starks 2-32
offensive side of the ball, but we
Deese 1-5
Arnold 2 21 Cowen 17 Heppe 2-6.
feel like we have the personnel
Kolly I) 5)
r

MORE INFO: RON or LINDA at 270-753-0156
WRIGHT161@BELLSOUTH.NET
Helping to provide a Home of Hopefor women coming out ofincarceration.
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10 years ago
The groundwork has been officially laid to bring a Cracker Barrel restaurant to a location in
front of the old Wal-Mart Shopping Center, according to Butch
Seargent, Murray's director of planning and engineering.
Published is a picture of Betty
Lowry speaking at the United
Way Campaign Kickoff in the Murray State University Curtis Center. The goal is $300.000.
Births reported include a boy
to Gene and Lisa Bebber, Aug.
27.
Mr. and Mrs. T.O. Taylor were
married for 50 years, July 28.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Barbara Smotherman, pastors secretary of First Baptist Church, Murray, talking with Jennie Smither,
Secretary of First Baptist Church,
Frankfort, at a meeting of the
Kentucky Baptist Secretaries at
Campbellsville College.
Cadet Lowell W. Dunn, son
of Linda S. Dunn, Rt. 1, Almo,
received practical work in military leadership at the United States
Army ROTC Advance Camp at
Fort Lewis, Wash. He is a 1984
graduate of Calloway County High
School.
, Births reported include a boy
to Susan and Mike Enoch and a
girl to Teresa and Allen Collins,.
Aug. 31.
30 years ago
Helen H. Roulston, assistant
professor of English at Murray
State University, has been awarded a grant of $6,314 by the Kentucky Humanities Council to present the International Film Festival.
Mrs. Lillian Graves of Murray has been certified as a "Tree
Farmer" by the American Forest
Institute for work she did on her
farm in Carlisle County where
she formerly lived.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Ray, Aug.
24, and a girl to Mr. and Mn.

Ron McNutt, Aug. 27.
Murray State University Racers and Southeast Missouri played
to a 21-21 tie in a football game
at Cape Girardeau, Mo.

40 years ago
Art works of Gerald Ray Lamley are now on display at the
Murray An Guild.
Mrs. Samuel R. Dodson Jr.
presented a program on "Gardens
of Greece' at a meeting of the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Mrs. Dodson
Jr. lived in Greece for several
years while her husband was serving in the ministry there.
Published is a picture of the
Murray High School Football'Dam
at practice for the opening game
on Sept. 5 with Fulton County.
Births repotted include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs.Harold Phillips,
Sept. I.

SS years ago
The Calloway County Board
of Education has moved its offices
to a building, located at the corner of South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray. aural Jeffrey is
superintendent of the board and
Nat Ryan Hughes is owner of the
building.
Murray High School Coach Preston Ty Holland will be the speaker at a meeting of the Munay
Limn Club to be held at the Murray Women's Club house.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Ask Any Girl" starring
David Nivea and Shirley McClain.
60 years aim
Dr. Hugh M. McElradt of Murray has been elected vice president of the Kentucky Baptist
Encampment at a meeting at Clear
Creek Mountain Springs.
Edgar Shirley of Louisville has
purchased Woods Florist, located
on North 4th Street, Murray.
Smoked hems, 6 to 8 pound
average, are selling for 58 cents
per pound at Economy Self Service Grocery, East Main Street
Murray, with Rudolph Thurman,
owner.

DEAR ABBY: My older sister does not pick up her phone
unless her boyfriend calls. They
have a system worked out to
let her know when it's him. She
has an answering machine, but
its message limit is always full.
She has told everyone that,
in case of
emergency,
they should
contact her
neighbors,
her employer, the police,
or -- if she
is camping - the campground
police.
Since
BY Abigail
when is it the
Val Buren
responsibility of others to take and deliver messages for her when she
makes herself unavailable? What
makes it worse is she has a
quadriplegic son in frail health
who lives on his own with a
caregiver. Although my sister
makes medical decisions for him,
the caregiver is never certain
whether Sis can be reached if
needed.
Abby, how do you handle such
a person? -- DISGUSTED IN
UTAH
DEAR DISGUSTED: Your
sister is sending a strong message that she doesn't want to
be disturbed, nor does she want
any real contact with you. I'd
"handle it" by taking a giant
step back emotionally and contacting her only in case of emergency, in the manner she has
requested.
The caregiver is another matter. Because of the son's frail
health, the caregiver should be
able to speak directly to your
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By The Amodated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 3,
the 246th day of 2009. There are
.119 days left in the year.
• Today's Highlight in History:
" On Sept. 3, 1939, Britain,
France, Australia and New Zealand
declared war on Germany, two
days after the Nazi invasion of
Poland. A German U-boat torpedoed and sank the Montreal-bound
British liner SS Athenia some 250
miles off the Irish coast, killing
more than 100 people, including
28 Americans, out of the 1,400
or so on board. President Franklin
D. Roosevelt delivered a radio
address in which he said the U.S.
was preparing a proclamation of
neutrality in the European Conflict.
On this date:
In A.D. 590, Pope St. Gregory I was consecrated as the successor to Pope Pelagius II.
4"I

In 1189, England's King
Richard I (the Lion-Hearted) was
crowned in Westminster Abbey.
In 1609,English explorer Henry
Hudson and his crew aboard the
Half Moon entered present-day
New York Harbor and began sailing up the river that now bears
his name. (They reached presentday Albany before turning back.)
In 1658, ONver Crennatillr the
Lord Ptotecaltw of England, died
in London.
In 1783, representatives of the
United States and Great Britain
signed the Treaty of Paris, which
officially ended the Revolutionary War.
In 1943, the British Eighth
Army invaded Italy during World
War IL the same day Italy signed
a meat armistice with the Allies.
In 1951, the television soap
opera"Search for Tomorrow" made
its debut on CBS. (It ran on CBS

until 1982, when it moved to
NBC until its final episode, which
aired in December 1986.)
In 1967, Nguyen Van Thieu
was elected president of South Vietnam under a new constitution.
Motorists in Sweden began driving on the right-hand side of the
road instead of the left.
In 1976. America's Viking 2
hinder touched down on Mars to
take the first close-up, color photographs of the planet's surface.
In 1978, Pope John Paul I was
installed as the 264th pontiff of
the Roman Catholic Church.
Ten years ago: A French judge
closed a two-year inquiry into the
car crash that killed Princess Diana,
dismissing all charges against nine
photographers and a press motorcyclist, and concluding the accident was caused by an inebriated driver.

II 1,1

sister in the event that an emergency should arise that requires
an immediate medical intervention.
00•

DEAR ABBY: I am a 59year-old woman who has been
dating men in their 40s. At first,
I refused because I thought they
were too young for me and people might laugh. Since then, I
have decided that as long as
they know from the beginning
that I'm not looking for a serious committed relationship, I'd
be happy to go out. I have made
some great friends and had some
great times.
Abby, why do you think
younger men are attracted to
older women? I'm not exceptionally pretty nor do I have a
great body, but I am a caring,
fun person who loves music and
dancing. Do you think you could
poll your readers and get some
feedback from men who date
older women as to why they
do? -- "COUGAR" IN NEW
YORK
DEAR "COUGAR": Lord,
I hate that word because it implies
(to me) that the older woman
is somehow predatory, and the
men who find her attractive arc
helpless prey.
If I were to hazard a guess,
I'd say it's because many older
women are independent,self-confident, worldly and not looking
for commitment. Those qualities can be very attractive if a
man isn't looking for commitment either.
Men, I'll be interested in your
comments.
000

DEAR ABBY: I have just
learned that my husband has
lung cancer.. He has known for
almost a year and decided to
keep it to himself.
We have been separated for
a while, and he lives in another town nearby. We have two
children -- both in :heir teens.
I am the only person who knows
about his illness.
He has decided not to follow his doctors' advice and is
using an alternative treatment. I
love him dearly, and I think he
should tell the kids. He refuses. Don't you think they have
a right to know? Please help
me! -- CARRYING A HEAVY
BURDEN
DEAR CARRYING: Your
children should definitely know,
and the person who should give
them that information is their
father. People often take for
granted that their time with the
people they love is infinite, and
your children are no exception.
If their father's time is limited,
they might want to spend as much
of it as they can with him -and your husband should allow
them to do it. The memories
they make during this precious
time may be all they have of
their father.
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Dr. Gott

to endure long-term testing. Have
you heard of this before? Or has
the problem Just popped up
overnight?
DEAR READER: Iron-deficiency anemia is a condition in
which blood lacks adeqiinte
amounts of healthy red blood cells,
the same cells that carry oxygen
to the body's tissues and provide
energy. Without significant iron,
the body cannot produce enough
hemoglobin, a component in red
blood cells that allows oxygenat- •
ed blood to be carried throughout the body. The result is fatigue,
weakness, shortness of breath, poor
appetite, irritability, a pale or ashert
color to the skin and more.
The most common reasons los
this condition are blood loss, a
lack of iron in the diet and an.
inability to absorb iron. Afflictions such as Crohn's or celiac
disease affect the intestine's ability to absorb nutrients from digested food. And some medications,
such as those taken for combating excess stomach acid, are known
to interfere with iron absorption..
Thus. I'm quite surprised your partner's primary-care physician, Who:
prescribed the medication, was In'
the dark.
Diagnostic testing to identify •
possible underlying causes includes
endoscopy, colonoscopy and ultrasound (for women). The endoscellet
you refer to was to discover a'
possible bleed from an ulcer ot'
hiatal hernia. A colonoscopy zeros
in on possible bleeding from the
colon. Ultrasound is ordered • to'
rule out uterine fibroids or - to,
identify other causes of heavy..
menstrual bleeding.
.
.
Unfortunately for your partner,
he was late being diagnosed and
his quality of life suffered
matically. Fortunately, he finally
found someone who took the time.
to get a complete history to include,
his medications and the physiGtan
made the connection. At long last,,
he is on the right track.

Cootract Bridge
The Pressure Principle
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•QJ 73
V 82
•AQJ94
•K 8
EAST
WEST
•984
•K10652
tIQ 1 6 3
•
4
•l07
•K 8 3
4*AQ 65
40109 7 2

souni
•AI( 10 9 7 5
•6 52
*1 4 3
The bidding:tst
South West
North
Pass
l•
I•
Pass
Pass
3 IP
Pass
lO
4•
Opening lead — ten ofclubs.
There is nothing wring with a
player employing deceptive tactics
or strategy. This goes for the defenders as well as declarer, all of whom
may try to convince the opposition
that a situation exists that actually
doesn't.
Consider today's deal where East
won the first two tricks with the Q-A
ofclubs and had to decide what to do
next. Although a spade shift seemed
the most natural play. East chose
instead to return the ten of diamonds

into dummy's strong suit. The ourpose of this unusual play was to-try
to persuade declarer that the diamond ten was a singleton. E.ast-wishoping that this would divert South'
from the winning line of play.
To appreciate the effect this hod
on declarer, put yourself in South's shoes at this point. After taking .the ten of diamonds with dummy's jack,
how would you continue?
Normally,you would try to protect'
yourself against a 4-I heart digits)°,
by means of a safety play. The PUP',
dard procedure Would he to cash te*
top trump and, if no honor fell, crOss'
to dummy and lead a heart to the'
nine, thus limiting yourself to owe,
trump loser if East started with .the,
But in the actual ease, after leading a heart to the ace at trick four,
declarer was afraid to try to return to
dummy with a diamond for fear West
would ruff. So he simply cashed the
heart king next, hoping for a 3-2
trump division, and that was the end
of that.
Observe that if East had made the
more normal return of a spade at
trick three, declarer could hardly
have gone wrong. After taking the
ace, he would have cashed a high
trump, tried the diamond finesse and
then played a heart to his nine to
bring in the contra.;:.
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73-814..
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My significant other's health problems
began six months ago with severe
shortness of breath and an upset
stomach occumng as soon as he
ate anything. This progressed to
fluid buildup and pain in the ankles,
knees, wrists, hands and elbows.
Each day, a
different joint
would
be
involved. He
was about to
finish
a
semester in
college and
tried to put off
seeing a doctor, but things
became
so
bad, he gave
in. He was
immediately
By
admitted to
Dr. Peter Gott the hospital in
a wheelchair.
He was eventually diagnosed
with iron-deficiency anemia. He
had become dehydrated, and his
hemoglobin level was so low that
he was given two transfusions of
blood. Thinking that he had a
severe internal bleed,doctors began
testing with endoscopies everywhere. and he ended up with a
nine-day stay at the hospital. Once
released, he was put on iron supplements.
After finally speaking to one
of the doctors at the hospital who
took a real interest, he sorted
through all the records and found
my companion had been taking
prescription acid-reflux medicine
for about five years, medication
that can inhibit iron from being
absorbed. Bingo!
Since this has happened, we
have heard from several of our
neighbors,friends and acquaintances who have been on prescription acid-reflux medicine for a period of time and who have also
been diagnosed with iron-deficiency anemia. They, too, have had
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Woman refuses phone calls
from anyone except boyfriend
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NO, AAAM,MY LITTLEST
BROTHER ISN'T STARTIN6
50100L T000..14E15 HIDING
UNDER MIS BED.

I'VE KNOWN TOO MANY
PEOPLE WHO WENT TO
KINDERGARTEN,AND NEVER
AMOUNTED TO ANYTHING..

1 Bedouin
5 Fabric measure
9 Apply makeup
12 Package sealer
13 Sultan's cousin
14 Chemical suffix
15 Encounter
16 Beth Daniel's
org.
17 Sault — Marie
18 Recipe qty.
20 Main
22 Out of kilter
25 Woodwind
Instrument
27 Fibber, plus
28 Genetic material
29 Decay
33 Farm enclosure
34 1930s home run
king
35 Ernesto
Guevera
36 Depose
38 Breakfast grain
39 Oodles(2 wds.)
40 A little wet

42 Swings loosely
43 Egg beater
46 Slightly gamy
47 Sunflower yield
48 Grandstand
yells
51 Axiom
55 Rural addr.
56 Zero-shaped
57 Write on glass
58 Winding curve
59 Verne skipper
60 Fathers
DOWN
1 24-hr. teller
2 — Dawn Chong
3 Tarzan
companion
4 Superior
5 Canine noise
6 Rock-band
need
7 Clothing
8 Big Dipper
neighbor
9 Mr. Arnaz
10 Feed the kitty

Answer to Previous Puzzle
BA
EIS
OV ID ATLENGTH
PELLETS KY
IRE NECTAR
RAINS SIR ALE
AGOG PEP MOOD
NUN JOT OASES
DAMHED Tljfkl
OM V E R TOMO
,
E T A GIME S S NOM
1001a1
T
TOP
COT
FEEL

piAriA
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2009 United Feature Syndicate, Inc

11 Complain
19 Ariz. location
21 That woman
22 To boot
23 In —
(as found)

I. MI Li
MEM MOM ME
MAE=
NM
Add= Ad=
MIME 0.11 ddild
MUM IMMIN
Maim MOM AIM
ME= MIMI
ME
MAIM
MEM dial MEM
MEM AMON MM.
MUM MEM MI=

24 Boyle and
Kyser
25 Pub sign
(2 wds.)
26 Quilt stuffing
28 Gloom's
partner
30 Pac-10 team
31 Hotcakes
acronym
32 Takes home
37 Six-pointers
39 Hitchcock or
Nobel
41 Ohio city
42 VCR button
43 Sported
44 Long-running
plays
45 Seine
moorages
46 Fjord port
49 Hail, to
Caesar
50 Radio
hobbyist
52 Tony-winner
— Hagen
53 Type of PC
screen
54 Questioning
sounds
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$825 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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at 1001 WIlitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly
Extraordinary Session of 1979, the City of Murray, Kentucky, will hold a Public
hearing on September 10, 2009, at 6:30 p.m., in the Council Chambers, City Hall
Building, 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky to hear comments from the public
regarding proposed 2009 tax rates on real property.
AB

required by state law, this notice includes the following information:
Tax Rate Per $100
Assessed Valuation

Revenue
Expected

(1) Preceding Year Tax Rate
- and Revenue Produced

.3764

$2,535,366

12) Tax Rate Proposed for Current
Year and Expected Revenue

.3867

$2,676,549

(.3)compensating Tax Rate and
Expected Revenue

.3718

$2,504,381

(417tevenue Expected from New
Property

.3867

$59,843

fiat Revenue Expected from Personal
Property
.3085

$345,590

The City of Murray proposes to exceed the compensating tax rate by levying•
taiyate of $.3764 which will be spent in the public safety departmente of City
gpYernment.
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF
THIS ADVERISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.
„14,Thomes Rushing

10011 SH1121.1711118AL6

DIRECT CHILD EVALUATION SPECIAUSI:
Full time position with regular but flexible 40
hour week schedule. Primarily screens children
referred to First Steps Program. Also may provide community services and perform miscellaneous duties. Must have either a Masters
Degree with 2 years experience or a Bachelors
Degree with 4 years experience outside First
Steps Programs and currently approved as a
KY Furst Steps Developmental Evaluator. Must
have a valid Kentucky Drivers License; and be
able to pass certain background checks.
Minimum salary: $13.28 per hour, but higher if
the candidate has relevant experience. SEND
RESUME TO: Anne Thurman. Vice President
for Human Resources. Four River Behavioral
Health, 425 Broadway, Suite 201 Paducah,KY
42001. Open Until Med, E0E.

Britthaven of Benton currently taidng
applications for an Administrative Nurse.
The applicant must have the following
qualifications: RN - licensed in the state of
Kentucky and have at least 2 years LTC
experience. Duties will include but are not
limited to: OA programs to include infection
control, restorative nursing and weight
management.
Apply in person M BrItthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 South
Benton, KY 42025.
No phone coNs please.
SOEJAAE

The-Calloway County Sheriff's Office will offer at
higiseet bid the following items: Pursuant to an
execution order to dispose of property seised to motley a judgment to recover monies owed:
10 -13 Vehicles .
3 Ford Crown Vic's
'1 Daewoo Nubria
1 Dodge nvassport Van
5-8 Forfeited Vehicles
2 Four wheeled ATV's
Various other items
The-sale will take place on Friday September 11,
2009 promptly at 4:00pm at Sycamore Street
Extended & Shelter Lane. All property is sold a.Is
and with no guarantees or warranty. The Calloway
County Sheriff*. Office reserves the right to accept
or rtjeet any and all bids, waive technicalities. or to
ye-?dvertiae.
fier.a complete list of items to be sold or for
iiseition. about the sale contact the Sheriff's
:Office at 270-753-3151.
,Noprorimately

LOST: Small brindle
female dog. Last seen
on Sycamore Street,
wowing a pink collar.
Child's pet. REWARD.
270-970-1357.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
Information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

Solte will be conducted by Den Miller Auctioneer.
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BAR-B-0
SATURDAY
° Kritters Bar-8-0
At Farmers Market at
the
Fairgrounds.
Pulled pork shoulder &
chicken quarters.

NOTICE
Advertisers we
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be
reported iminsdiatiely so correcsdons can
be made.
ROOM
Grow
to
Preschool is not ..Mated with any other center.
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LOOKING for roommate near the lake.
$125 month.
270-293-4234.
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DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetworitcom
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website_
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain sidle for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohledental.co
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

IMMEDIATE OPENING

4

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

1 ye
Vise

Address

1
. Cit v
Stole

AVON part time help
needed. $1,600 bonus
cash opportunity.
931-627-1676

NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minima! Hours • Monthly Pay

Sabon1010
3sse.-.MOO
'no.
PUS

Money Order

2 Sales Reps needed:
Inside phone sales,
salary & commission.
Resume to: Peco, PO
Box 363, Murray, KY

e

LEDGER &TIMES

I

LOST: Solid black long
hair female cat 11 yrs.
old. Last seen 8-25 on
Carol Drive. Name is
Abbie, no collar &
dedawed. Please call
Kelly at 753-8040 or
227-5537.

CDL Drivers Wanted.
Looking for serious
Individuals who are
able to follow policies
and procedures to
support organization's
goals and values.
Must have dedication
to work hard and be
committed to customer service. Some
holiday work Is
required. Good pay,
401K plan and insurance are available.
Individual will be
required to pass DOT
physical and random
drug screening. Must
have a clean MVR
and good driving
record. Serious individuals should stop by
our office and fill out
an application at: 414
Jirntown Road,
Mayfield, KY.

Zip

•I
. I/AN-time Ph
.I
Mail this coupon with payment
:I
I
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 752-1914

1
1
1

Must have own automobile, good dmincj
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

GRANDPARENTS........
It's time to brag about
your grandchildren!
Bring in your pictures for our
grandparents day special.
Single Space - $12.00
(no more than two
children per picture)
MAXIMUM 20 WORDS
Double Space - $18.00
MAXIMUM 40 WORDS
DEADLINE IS
SEPT 8AT SPM
Nosh Stallone
Grandparents
Sherry Holt
Patsy and Noah Stallons

L.....Great

Grandparent 4.1
1
Nellie Holt

a

Murray Ledger & limes
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071
1

plame of child in picture:
,Grandparents names:

our Name'
'Your Phone Number.

a

MOM
Perils

Maks
Pm lab
COMMUNITY Youth
Services is now hiring
for part -time/PRN
youth workers to work
In our residential treatment facilities in the
Calloway. Graves and
McCracken
County
Candidates
areas.
must be dependable
and a caring individual
to provide behavior
management to at risk
teens.
Candidates
must have reliable
transportation.
Minimum
Requirements: High
School diploma/GED,
1 year experience in
childcare, 21 years of
age. Candidates must
be able to pass all
background checks.
Applications are to be
submitted online at
Rescare.com.
For
Instructions and directions on filling out the
application
online
please call 270-5278388. Deadline for
applications
Is
September 14, 2009.
EOE/M/F/DN
FAST Track Auction is
now hiring for Murray,
Ky Facility. Need two
people full time. $8-10
hr. to start. Computer
& forklift skills. Call
513-240-2600 for interview.
FIRST Presbyterian
Church in Paris, TN is
looking for a pan-time
accompanist. Organ &
piano skills required.
salary.
Competitive
Please send resume
to: P.O. Box 107. Paris,
TN 38242 or e-mail to:
fpcparis0chanerinternet.com
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone mils.
LOOKING for
hairdresser in new
hair salon. Call at
753-5042 or
978-0177

GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR
$75.00

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

Send payment, photo,and
Information below to:

A MONTH
753-1916

NATIONWIDE distributor has•local Forklift,
Order Filler opening.
Drug testing & criminal
background
check
required. Competitive
wages and benefits.
High school or GED.
Able to lift 60Ibs.
Positive attitude, team
players only. Send
res site to: Foridllt P.O.
Box 628, Murray, KY
42071.
II Claim
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APPLES. Old Murray
Paris Rd. Eldridge
753-2579
GE,30" Built-in double
oven, Jenn Air, 30'
Stainless Steel Cook
top, Hotpoint DoubleDoor
Refrigerator,
Kenmore Ultra Wash II
dishwasher,
microwave and ceiling
fans. 753-5447.
IMPRESSIVE, large
mounted, authentic
buffalo head. Paid
$1,600. Will take best
offer. 436-6400.

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5808

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
769.361111

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

MATCHING blue sofa,
love-seat & recliner
$250, Recliner $75,
coffee-tables & 2 end
tables $75, refrigerator
$100, dryer $75,
Mon-bed $30, 4wheeler $450„
.
weedeater $30. Call
753-3297 after 2pm
MOVING must sell
treadmill. Sear ProForm 400c Crosswalk,
2 years old. 753-1547.

BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

0000 used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters.
elec range, refrigerator. storm windows.
otc.753-4109

MOM
Penis
7 night 1 or 2BR condo
anywhere in the world.
8299-399. 753-4801.

WOLFF
System
Sunquest Pro 24HRS
suntan bed. $400 firm,
mint condition.
Call-753-0343
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TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed interiors
003 Main St.
753-6361

Cub Cadet mower
Model it 1782 60 in
deck, Kabota diesel
motor, 1,189 hours.
1969 Cub Cadet model
1181 18hp Kohler
motor, 50 in. deck,
needs drive shaft.
226-3693.

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

VINYL
pool, 18ft,
round with cover, ladder and sand pump filter. $150 293-6264
after 4pm.

Purple
hull peas,
sweet corn & green
beans. Call to place
order. 753-4802 Mark
Paschall.
OCA Portable spa (hot
tub) dream star 2 person, great condition,
8400. 753-0647

MF 165, excellent con
dltion, good tires, new
engine. $5,800.
293-6739.

1986 fixer-up mobile
home 16x70, 2 BR, 2
BA, must be moved.
82800 obo 227-9613
or 293-6122
1988
Fleetwood
14x70. 2BR, 2BA,
newly
remodeled.
$7,500 obo. Must be
moved. 270-293-0472

'Imes

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

PUBLIC AUCTION

LARGE ILAIBOR DAY

Saturday, Sept. 5th, 2009•10 a.m.

2-12ING AUCTION

Selling a celieellen of probably 500 frogs
or more aad many other items.
Take Hwy.94 East across the railroad tracks, first street past
Industrial Reed. See auction signs.
3-wheel metal M F - large antique camel back trunk 2 old oak 'high headboard

•
*
*
MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER
7—
9:00AM
*
*
*

beds, one with roll toot board - old oak dresser - old dresser base - wood pigeon
hole desk - old wood frame couch - wood quilt rack - small child's rocket & chairs
- cedar chest - baby bed - framed pictures of blue bird and others - very old table
top Victrola type by Davis - nice 5 drawer chest - night stand - metal kitchen cabinet - metal stack type book.. use - antique S.J. Stokes & Son tobacco seed display
rack - day cots - glass small cabinet - metal yard cart - small school desk - nice coo
coo clock - wood keg - old child's rocking horse metal tins - very old thermos white gas lantern - very old Atlas - metal cooler - metal folding chairs - porcelain
Pieces bar stool - concrete frogs - more buttons than you can imagine - children's
hooks - toys - wood stools - small dorm refrigerator - fireplace insert - frogs &
chickens - stone pieces - wood lamp table - lot of cookbooks - The Great American
Quilting Books - old Fulton corn shelter - stuffed animals covered with quilt patches - refrigerator bowls - Hallmark figurines - 3 large glass peanut jars - old Popey
telephone - old post cards , old 5 gal pickle jar with wire handle full of buttons old bubble gum dispenser - large green Coke pitcher Pillsbury jars - chalk frogs stuffed bears by Hallmark - L.P. records - sewing items - wall what nots - boxes of
neck tics - brown vinyl chairs - straight back chairs - metal cabinet - old games -

The 'Three Stooges cookie jar - church cookie jar - many other cookie jars - punch
bowl & cups - Satin fruiters - cake stand - sports cards - Summer Harvest dishes Tempenvare dishes by Lenox - blue rim & white dishes - Flicking pieces - Dickens
lighted house - stem glasses covered dishes - metal Sundrop sign - old sods bottles - wire basket Neugrape & Orange Crush trays - old reel push mowers - metal
Life Saver candy rack - metal RC Cola thermometer - odd dishes - dishes with
hunting scene. There is over 500 boxes packed up for this auction.

*

Dooms OPEN FOR PREVIEW AT 7:30AM

Auction House *
:
** Benton
*
919 NORTH MAIN STREET, BENTON, KY

My Service Doesn t Cost. It Pays

LABOR DAY AUCTION
Monday, Sept. 7th, 2009•9 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn, Lynn Grove, KY.
From Murray, KY take 94 West to Lynn Grove. See auction
signs. From Mayfield, KY take Hwy 80 East to Hwy. 121
through Coldwater, KY to Hwy. 1836 South.
Follow to auction. Tools sell at 9:00 a.m.
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Friday, September 25th 2009 la 6:00 PM
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Location: Lot # 12 Tow Lane, Murray, KY
(WESTERN SHORES COMMUNITY)!
From Aurora, KY: Take KY 8008 Miles To KY 94 Take KY 94 East To KY 1 346/1-10land Rd. And Follow 0.3 Miles To Ky 1346/Liberty Rd Proceed On 1346/Liberty Rd
1.4 Miles To KA Ridge Rd Follow Kirk Ridge Rd 33 Miles To Haynes Cemetery Rd
Continue On Haynes Cemetery Rd. And Make A Left On Tow Lane Proceed To Auction
Site. ns Posted!
REAL ESTATE: A Magnificent 167 Acre Waterfront Lot Featuring +/-400 Ft Of
Shoreline, Underground Utilities. Blacktop Access & Dock Can Be Placed On Property
Auction Held On Site! REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 6:00 PM REGARDLESS OF PRICE
REAL ESTATE TERM: 15's Down Day 01 Sale
Manes In 30 Days A 10% Buyers Premium Wit
Be Added To Final Bids And included In The
Contract Prxs
'•
•
CO-BROKER: Remo Dream World
se Wawa. a..-sirowie
Properties, Arty DeFew, Agent
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MOMS For Sale .1

1995 16x80 Atlantic.

mobile
' BR, 2
moved.
!7-9613

3BR/2BA, 4-acres,
Ktrksey area
(270)5592861

etwood
2BA
odeled
lust be
3-0472

FSI30 313R, 28A 2004
16x80 Clayton. must
move $15.000 5609
Wadesboro Rd S
293-5916.
Hardin
703-2477, 705 1978
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GET THIS YARD SALE AD!
2X2- Holds up to 70 words
One day S18.00
Two days $28 00
Three days S35.00

Ii 111.1 EX 11111 s
(270) 753-191(i

COM

limns For Soh
•2BR, 2BA 16x70
1998 Clayton home on
1/2 acre near Kenlake
SAP. Full refurbishment lust complete.
$29,900.
.4BR. 2BA 28x60
2001 Fleetwood home
on
3/4-acre. 10-miles
north of Murray 1-mile
off
Hwy-641. $42,900.
270-791-9792.

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

r•-vrr•

•Mums KY 42071

753-8556
2
1 1-6645.1533 Ext.283
LEASE

Ofe WORTH 1111111 BENT WITH 1 YEAR
One and Am Bedroom Apartments
Central Hera it Air

-ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 4,11 1/1

ki

M

ats For NW

NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

2BR Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled. 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259
2BR, 2BA, garbage,
water & cable included,$550 month, 1 year
lease, 104 Park St.
753-9479 ask for
Debbie Mac or 7591509 after 5:00pm.
*4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease.
$760/month, deposit.
•1 BR upstairs $275.
No pets.
•Small 2BR mobile
home in Almo. No
pets.
753-4937
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
ARCHITECT designed
townhome. 2BR loft,
1.5BA. covered
parking, appliances
including
washer/dryer. No pets
$650/month,
$500/deposit, first
month frac
1401 Diuguod
270-293-3904
Beautiful 2BR, 2 5BA,
large LA each BR has
it's own ovate bath,
huge kitchen, dining
area with breakfast
bar, large pantry, outside storage, w/d
hook-up
752-0201

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

VOW- Hybrid Bermuda
grass. Round bale
$35ea.. square bale
54.2504. 203-3005.

.
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G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 am. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

711

:"

k I -

LOCALLY grown premium hay. Available at
times. Alfalfa,
all
mixes, grass, grass
mixes. Square and
round bales. Some
wrapped. High protein,
TDN. Students & truckers welcome. 270-7538848 before 9:00pm

Iti c)(1 ',I Pt

THREE bedroom 2
bath duplex with double garage. All appliances, one year lease.
one month deposit, no
pets. $750.00. Call
270-753-2905.

)

t\\ 1 11'1 \
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IM For Rent

1BR, ref/stove/w/d
near hospital, quiet/pri
vete, off-street parking
No pets. Smoke-free
$425/mo. 753-8585
227-8585
2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
3BR brick, fenced,
storage, double dnve,
hardwood
carport,
floors, clean, $675/mo
no pets Call 293-6070
3BR very nice, carport,
hardwood floors. Also
4BR, 2BA. Coleman
RE
753-9898
501 South 6th St.
Nice
3-BR, 1 BA. dining,
living, bonus room,
washer, dryer,
refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, beautiful
hardwood/tile
270-761-1317
ONE or two bedroom
house for rent in country. Comes with appliances, one bath and
carport One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets
$575.00. Call
270-753-2905

[
ftntall
DUPLEX for rent, all
16X30 storage or
appllancas.
shop
757-9948.
$150.00 227-5173

JAL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale.

ISX10 $25 10s15 $411
(270)436-2524
12701293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Insule climaie control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

Mini
Storage

Hooks

Antique oak
mantel, lots of
baby clothes &
accessories, TV
cabinet, storm
windows, smoker
& lots morel

YARD SALE
704 POPLAR ST.
FRIDAY
7:00-5:00

FSBO 3BR, IBA,-172
acres, 24x30 separkte
garage wired, 5609
Wadesboro Rd. S.,
Hardin. As is. 2935916, 703-2477 or
705-1978.
New 2,100sq.ft. brick
2/3BR, 2BA, 2-car
garage, hilltop acre.
gas & water. 1/2 murray. $142,000.
270-519-8570

New 24
IlaG
Bobs= banes ha
Itiverleid IMO*.

SATURDAY

Pal Pvpmety

7:00-2:00

293.7$72
4

Something for
everyone!

MOVING SALE
722 RUSSELL
DRIVE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-4:00

RENOVATED 2BR.
2BA, brick house, at
New Concord, large
rooms, C/H/A, fireplace, efficiency apt in
basement with outside
entrance, nice large
lot. under $76,000.
293-9913 436-2487

3 metal toolboxes,
32" HD TV, furniture, red kit MG
convertible.

MOVING
SALE
1717B
OAKHILL DR
'THURSDAY
THROUGH
SATURDAY
8-5

ligrayclis & ATV's
Kawasaki
2001
Concours 1000. low
mileaoe, saddle bags,
excellent condition.
Asking $2,500.
270-752-0500

2 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1005 FAIRLANE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Bikes, clothes, glassware, exercise equipment, western home
decor, outside furniture, cook stove.
Christmas items,
odds & ends.

YARD SALE
1461
BURKEEN RD
Off Hwy 00, last
house on left
TPIURS, FRI & SAT
7:00-4:30
95 Ford Taurus.
lamps. 200 amp meter
pole, bicycle. childs
rocking horse. toys &
elliptical, lots of othei
items

GET THIS
lx'
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH

Fat
Murray Ladaer
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is sularet to tlw Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnminanon based on race, coke, religion. 9ex, handicap, familial Mahn Of national origin, or intention to make any 5util preferences, limitations or discrimination
Stale laws forbid deicnmination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to thole protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milan,(703)648-1(X)0

MINI
STORAGE
.4111111
Units•Calmat*
lik?Surname•Shoolrialty

auk vorkposim

Call 753-5606

2001 Chevy Blazer.
white, 4-door, leather
seats, sun-roof, excellent condition. $5,000
753-0195 Or 227-0600
1

Used Cars
2002 Hyundai GT,
leather package, sunroof, new brakes, new
tires, 140k miles
54.495.(270)4740403

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218

li
tPoverty
Labor Day
weekend Sale
LAKEFRONT LOT
vs/ Dock Built
only 1149,900
(was 11124,900)
SAVE 60%!!!
Spectacular lakefront
lot w/ boat dock
already built on
fabulous Kentucky
Lake, a 160,000 acre
recreational parauise.
Paved rd w/ utils &
new survey. Excellent
financing Must see!
Call now 1-800-7043154 yerntiqrlakeANIS.=

75 3- 1 916
2/0 /53 9274

Aulo Pats

USED TIRES

;I i

k

Nliirt,o, KY 1,'11 .1
'1 1

GARAGE SALE
RAIN OR SHINE
4341 ST RI 94W
FRI & SAT
6AM

3BR, 1.5BA, bnck
house located on
beside
121N.
Baptist
Coldwater
Church. It has a total of
1,654 soft Plus it sets
on approx. 1 1/4 acres-1
It has its own well and
a paved driveway:
Asking $115,000.
270-227-1397.
270-489-2697.

ham

11

'Iii 1
'1
-11

Yard Sale

For Sale

Household items,

AKC miniature, long
Dachshund,
haired
black & tan. $200. 4374183
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.

I

\

185 Cambridge Dr.
3B-2B, all appl.
$650/mo.+deposit.
293-6788

45X25 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom,
low utilities. Next to
J.H. Churchill.
753-3119, 293-2482.
FOR lease 48x40
metal building, 1211.
walls, insulated, gas
heat. Located at 406
Sunbury
Circle,
Murray. Call
270-436-2935
RETAIL Store in
Hazel. 2500 SF +/plus 960 SF porch.
Really nice!
$750.00/month.
Additional 2500 SF
available for only
$400.00 more if
needed.
270-492-8211
South Center office/
business for rent.
1,000 sq,ft,., 700 sq.ft.
753-0606
s &Supplies

www.murraykyapartments.rom
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D,
$800 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600

Prop. For Beni

R

PreparaglIbropipmerit, LLC

1,2&3 Bedroom.
753-0606

N

;71

Pit (111`,111`. AUL TIONl I 14

270-705 4359
S'WW All`sONAtir

2, 3BR available.
Various locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9898

13
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18ft,
DC ladimp IN3-6264

Guns, knives, fishing equip., tools, name
brand clothes, Ambercrombie, American
Eagle, Be Be, dinette set & buffet, antique
toys, TV's, weight bench, movies, games,
bicycles, home decor.

AUSTIN AUCTION SERVICE

Round dining table w/4 straw bottom chairs - leather chair & ottoman antique dresser w/marble top & mirror - Kinkaid cherry king size bed
w/night stand lit 2 chest of drawers - Canadian industnal jewelry chest - 16X70. 2BR,2BA.total
couch & 2 chairs - small oak entertainment center - maple Tell City din- electric in Hardin
ing room set w/6 chairs & 2 leaves - queen size sleeper sofa - oak end $495. 270-703-4768
tables - hidabed loveseat - Ray Harm prints - farmhouse kitchen table & 4
chairs - Zenith portable TV & VCR - 6 in 1 gaming table w/air hockey, 2 BR,$250 month,
football, pool- Singer sewing machine in walnut cabinet - dark oak book- $250 deposit. 1 year
case - headboard, dresser & chest of drawers - desk - small kitchen appli- lease, KY Lake
ances - pots & pans - Rainbow vacuum cleaner - lamps - glassware - old 436-6280
glass & china - Air Dyme exercise bike - books - gun rack - set of china linen - old kitchen cabinet - nice showcase - glass door china cabinet - 2BR, no pets, non$300/mo.
Rotary telephone - portable tile cutter - recliners - bookshelf - nice king smoking,
County.
East
Calloway
zall
size mattress set. Tools: 50 ft. air hose - keyhole set - DeWalt saw
(270)820-8256
pona cable disc sander - 13) 50 ft. extension cords - Bastitch nail air gun
- Senco finish nailer - Aitachi air nailer - Ridgid nailer - 24" level - Kobalt
tool box w/Craftsman & Snap-on wrenches - set of open end & box
erle Per Rent
wreaches - box of assorted na4 sasaig..hait.littactor UI ceor- box
:.
specialty air bits - drill niotors w/chargers - shop hammers - Bosch saber
saw - Porter cable 4-1/2 circle saw - 2 tubs of misc. items - Nakita miter 1 BR apt, various toeColeman RE.
saw vecide with bag - Ridget 10" table saw - Workhaulick 10" table saw cations.
Move in free days.
are
from
the
bits.
These
tools
box
of
screw
nail
of
screw
nail
bits
- box
753-9898
Charles Vance Jr. Estate. 6x10 utility trailer.
1 BR apt. clean and
Not responsiblefor accidents. Lunch available.
nice. All appliances
Including w/d. No pets.
cell
270-436-2524,
270-293-6906.

DAN MILLER (270)435-4144 DARRELL BEANE 435.4420
TERRY D PASCHALL 767.9223 AUCTIONEERS
www.danmillerauctIoneer.com
My sorldict, 00e,,t1 I COO It Pis

HUGE YARD SALE
31 ASTER DRIVE
LYNNWOOD ESTATES
FRI & SAT
SEPT. 4th & 5th
8:00-3:00

vs
* iftegatane: Exit 43 Off Of The Purchase Parkway. Head East To 2''' Stop 0
*
Light. Turn Left, Sale Is 25 Mee On The Left, 98 N Mein Signs Posted
*
* 1141spz I i 9:00AM Start- Collectibles, Antiques, Furniture, Vintage *
fo s,Inos, Nev iiised Items. Household Box I ts & More.
*
(ollectibk Items! Oak, tri °
* King 2z 10:00AM Start- 450 Antique &
amt.!Prop
* Widest & Mahogany Antique Farnitare, Primitive Furniture :
For UN
*
* W/Old Paist. China And Glassware. Sterling. Victorian Simalis. *
* Old Store & Adseriising Items. Steamer,.t;ranitew are. A Wide * 4,400 SqFt
* Professional Office
*
* Variety Of Primitives, Children's Items. Several Nice Quilts & *
Rids
* Building in Downtown
* Muck More! 1504 Pictures & Listing On Website. Absentee
For : Murray. For more
Cash
Or
Approved
(*heck
No
Buyer's
Premium.
*
Accepted.
*
information please
(redit Required For el
* All Items On Day Of ssk. Bask I.etter Of
contact Matt Jennings
)
3
* Out-Of-State Buyers.6% Saks Tait Collected Without A 1, alid :
*
at SBG Real Property
a
*
Ky. Tali Number. Smoke-Free Facility. Lunch Available.
is Professionals at
*
270-753-9999 x111.

Will he an all dav am lionWe have chairs and refreshments.
Not responsible for tol'idents. Lam -h available.
Log on to www,danmillertaarzoneercom ,lor information and your auction needs.

DAN MILLER 1270435-4144 AUCTIONEER
2 APPEL. BEANE 135-4420 AUCTIONEER
'EPP'?0 PASCHAL 767-9213 AUCTIONEER & BP.C.Iq't,VAVW danmillerauctioneer con'

*
*

*

1tA1

•

Thursday, September 1, 2009 - 513

For We
3 acre lot. Brooks
Chapel & Finley Rd
Flat. small pond, good
building lot. $18.000
270-227-2335
For kb
3BR. 20'x20' privacy
deck 404 N Cherry
St
Asking-Si 9.500
293-4647

1.SM
I VAN '410;1: L
511,wiliv, Winn ii. iuly'
I Al,(1%, Apintz
miming
sitisiai nor, guaranteed

7S3-1816 227-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
YOUR AD
COU1 D FIF
HERE. FOR
ONLY $75 00
A MONTH
Al 1 75)1916

BRUSH & HAMMER
**SPECIAL**
850 off painting of
2 rooms
• Painting • Fix -it's
• Repairs • Decks
pressure washed
& stained

(270) 436-2228

-.404-110.11‘01116

'4111...61,04114111111111.1.0b.

CLASSIFIEDS

WI•Thereday,September 3,2409
1ANNOUNCEMENTS

•
••••••

•ADVERTISERS: You
can place a 26-word
classOed ad in 70
Kentucky nevispapers
for as little as $250
with one order, one
payment. For information, contact the classified department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
•DIVORCE with or
vilthout Children
$95.00. With FREE
name change documents (wife only) and
marital settlement
agreement. Fast and
easy. Call us 24hrs/ 7
days: 1-888-7890198.

BUILDINGS

I V 1. ( I

MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
•Ky Health Training:
Nurse Aids Training,
Phiebceomy training.
Lexington &
Georgetown. Day,
Night. Weekend classes. 859-963-2901, MS
274-2018
vmetnureitaidetrak*rgcenter.com

•Steel Arch Buildings:
Huge Discounts on
canceled orders;
25x40, 30x34. ASAP
INSTRUCRONAL
Delivery: Build Before
Fail! Display discounts. •AIRUNES ARE HIRSave Thousandsi CM
ING- Train for high
Today: 1-856-352-0409 paying Aviation

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNMES
9ecome A Salsifies
Allevision Dealer!
Vey good income
opportunity! Extremely
low entry cost!
Training, support and
equipment avalabie.
For information Cal
Mike at 814-M2-8014.
EQUIPMENT

.FOR SALE
•SAWMILLS From only
1/2.890.00- Convert
your logs to valuable
lumber with your own
Norwood portable
bend sawmill. Log
Mddders also available.
norwoodeawmills.com/
350n. Free irdomotion:
1-8004578-1363- Ext
300-N

FOR SALE
*A NEW COMPUTER
NOWIIII Brand Name
Iligtope & desktops
BO or NO Credit- No
Problem Smallest
Wieldy payments avail.
Ili yours NOW-Call 1800-8115-2843
HELP WANTED
.ABLE TO TRAVEL:
Ming 8 pe00e. No
Experience Necessary.
Transportation
Lodging furnished.
Paid training. Work
travel entire USA. Start
Today! www.protekCtiefTliCal.00M 321-4423257
.!Earn Up To $15151( as

Maintenance Career.
FAA approved program. Financial aid if
qualified- Housing
available. CALL
Aviation institute of
Meintenenoe(8116)349
5387
.ATTEND COLLEGE
ONUNE from Horns.
'Medical,'Business,
'Paralegal,
*Accourakig.'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Finanolal Aid
If qualified. Cal 86e-

858-2121
verm.CenturisOnline.co
'FREE tuition for
Heavy Equipment
°vendor Training with
Employment anistance. To welly you
must be LAID OFF,
Collecting
Urtiompbrtient or
exhausted benefits.
AMERICAN HEAVY
EQUIPMENT TRAINING 906-200-58313
MOIBILE HOMES
Looking to Build? $67/
Square Foot. Ky.
System-built Homes.
Constructed to your
local codes. Average
90 days to completion.
Includes appliances. 1888-304-8009.
et4OW OFFERING
CUSTOM BUILT
HOMES* under
$99,000. Cal 270-6782400. Clayton Home
center, 15 mites west
of Glasgow akport.

I Undergrad US Navy.
Get your degree & an
PET/PET SUPPLIES
Nile career. Paid training. Officer rank &
'Happy Jack FLEA
greet benefits. Call
BEACON: Conroe
Mon-Fri (800)212fleas in the home with1384.
out expensive pesti-

cides! Results
-FULL-TIME OPPS:
overnight! At Southern
HS.grads ages 17-34.
Full pay, benefits, train- States. vemv.happylackinc.corn
ing, 30 days vacation/
yr. $ for school. No exp
REAL ESTATE
needed. Call Mon-Fri
'labor Day Weekend
(800)282-1384
Sale Lakefront Lot with
•Host Families for
Dock Built only
Foreign Exchange
$49,900(was
Students, ages 15-18, $124,900) Save 80%.
have own spending
Spectacular lakefront
money/ insurance. Call lot with boat dock
Now, students arriving
already built on
for Fall Semester,
Kentucky Lake, a fabuGreat life experience.
lous 100,000 acre
I-800-SIBLING.
recreational paradise.
%,
41.vw.aise.com
Paved road. utilities,
new survey. Excellent
financing. Call now 1800-704-3154
www.icytakesaisoom
WNW
227-0587
763-2363
ALL Carpentry
*Remodeling
•Additions
-Decks
Porches
-Pole Barns
-Laminate Floors
•Tile
4Aobite Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nemo

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry. and masonry
woe'. Home: 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933

it

*Motivated? Good with
SPORYINOMPORTPeople? Love Sr. Sun?
IMO WOOS
Free to Travel? Cal
'STAY AND PLAY at
Phil at 888-890-2070.
one of Kentucky's top
Paid Training and Free
golf courses, Cherry
Transportation.
•PROFEBSIONALS
WANTED Pact Time.
Paid training a potential sign-on bonus.
Great benefits, flexible
schedule,$ Icor education. Call Mon-Fri
($00)252-1354

436-2867 Larnb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
mos
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
293-6377

OM NOM
cUIANOM
The deepest clean
aroundl Cal for
tree soma

(815)11944298
(270)1794731

FREE

CUSTOM Suu.nontie
-Lsne-ciiering
*taxied:oohing 4,
oncis

FUTRF.U.'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
4111-U39.

-Lakes Malefwaye
C▪ OL-A Flatbed
Free &Mamie.
Drivers. Up to .400.
Gres
Ilsolma
Good llamas, Home
99101171
time, paid vacation.
AINPRAang—
Lease purchase availRIR 01 you mob& MASONRY
able. 0Th experience
vinyl, metal perches Concrete Midi block &
required. No felonies
dada and resitodg None.
Seel 148. Flaw ean
000-441-4271 xKY-100
call Danny Paeoltail 5444156
Malltra Erickson at
4824500 or 2934155. 210-5324
D▪ rivers- Miles &
203-126E
Freight Positions available ASAP1CDL-A with
tanker required. Top
pay, premium benefits
and MUCH MOREI
Call or visit us online,
By STEVE KARNOWSKI
markets Labor Day weekend
877-484-30131
www.oeideyinuisport.c Associated Press Writer
and arrive in selected grocery
LAKE CITY, Minn.(AP) — stores
am
around the Twin Cities,
Tim Byrne picked an apple from Seattle and
*Flatbed Company &
Rochester, N.Y., a
the spindly tree, sliced it and few days
DO Drivers Needed.
later. If all goes
popped a chunk into his mouth. according
0/0 Must have own
to plan, the apple
trailer and equipment.
He couldn't have been more should be
available
nationwide
Excellent Pay &
pleased as he chomped and got a in
2011 or 2012, said Byrne,
Benefits, Home
juicy blast of sweet-tart flavor.
who's president of the cooperaWeekends, Low
"This is what's got us excited," tive
Deadhead Mlles. CaN
and vice president of sales
Byrne said as he shared samples and
M-F 8AL4-5PM 800marketing for Pepin Heights
525-3383 rod. 108 or
from a perfectly ripe SweeTango Orchards
in
southeastern
apply online at
apple, which he and other grow- Minnesota.
iiwnv.tiexpress.corn
ers are about to introduce as the
SweeTango and Honeycrisp
'FREE tuition for CDL
successor to the incredibly sucwere
developed
the
at
Class-A training. You
cessful Honeycrisp.
University of Minnesota. The
must be LAID OFF,
Honeycrisp was a phenome- new
Collecting
apple has Honeycrisp's
non
in the apple industry crispness
Unemployment or
and juice but kicks up
exhausted benefits and because its taste and texture
the flavor and adds an intriguing
meet employment hirwere so good it sold for about $1
note of fall spice. It was made by
ing PolloY to cluoillY
more per pound than other vari- crossing
Honeycrisp
with
TRUCK AMERICA
eties. Those investing in Zestar!,
TRAINING 586-244another University of
SweeTango are banking on it Minnesota
3844
variety.
commanding the same premium
*Home Weekends,
"It inherited Honeycrisp's texprice, and they've formed a ture,
Great pay 8 Benefits,
and that's a rare commodicooperative to grow and sell it ty,
Pd. Vac./ Bantams/
and it actually has more flaTarp Pair. COL-A.I-yr.
nationwide.
vor than Honeycrisp," said
wont lekbed sap.
Sweelengo will start showing David
Bedford, the university
Req.87741114101
up in some Minnesota farmers
4ANAPIldt
Transpodellon has
Openings kW 0Th
ROW Drivers and
Slaes Haulers
immadiatelyl Regional
ANN MOM
two Muslim members — Reps.
end Longlisul Runs
Associated Press Writer
Keith Ellison, D-Minn., and
Avallikle. Some
WASHINGTON (AP) — Andre Carson, D-Ind., as well as
Divisions with weekend
President Barack Obama on ambassadors from Islamic
home time. FuN benefits and Top of the Line Tuesday praised American nations and Israel's ambassador
Equipment. 23 yrs old. Muslims for enriching the to the United States, Michael
Class-A CDL,8 months nation's culture at a dinner to Oren.
0Th exp within the last celebrate the Islamic holy month
Obama shared the story of
3 yrs requited. Call
of Ramadan.
Bilqis
Abdul-Qaadir, another
Today 800-289-1100 or
"The contribution of Muslims invited guest, who broke a matvisit wvAv.drivemavertothe United States are too long record for most career points as
ick.00rn
to catalog because Muslims are a Massachusetts high school stuWTI0T11()NOM
so interwoven into the fabric of dent.
New pay Package!
our communities and our coun"As an honor student, as an
Great Miles! Up to
try," Obama said at the iftar, the athlete on her way to Memphis,
Micpm. 12 months
dinner that breaks the holiday's Bilqis is an inspiration not simexperience required.
No felony or DUI past 5 daily fast.
ply to Muslim girls — she's an
years. 877-7404262.
The president joined Cabinet inspiration to all of us," he said.
www.pti-inc.com
secretaries, members of the
Obama also noted the contridiplomatic corps and lawmakers butions of Muhammad All, who
to pay tribute to what 1-T called was not in attendance, though
"a great religion and its c
the president borrowed a quote
ment to justice and prop,ie SF."
from famous boxer, explaining
436-5141
AAttendees included Coy:gins' religion.
AFFORDABLE

HOUSE HUSBAND
HANDYMAN
•Repairs {locks
*Bathtubs
No jobs too small!
(270)1194116

JONES

MOON 1110511110

sismca

ROOFING

Affordable lawn care
with negotiable
prices. Call Dweei
(27OW/0-27711

Lkensed & insured
Free selintelee

(270)2=43214
(170)75343613

WaireWlIMPINY
& CCINSTRUCTION
•RoolIng *tooting
•Decics MA Horns
Improvements
(270)11179-2111
Shaman's Handyman
& Carpentry Service.
Over 20 roars. Tres
salvias also. CM Don,
Murray area. 519$670.

YEARRYil
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phonc
438-2502, 227-0267

Apple growers to release successor to Honeycrisp
apple breeder who helped develop Honeycrisp and SweeTango.
Another asset is SweeTango is
ready in early September.
'Woefully few" premium apples
come out then,. when produce
managers are eager for something new to start the fall season.
Byrne said.
The university earned more
than
$8
million
from
Honeycrisp, mostly from a $1
per tree royalty paid by licensed
nurseries before the patent
expired in November.
The school will earn a similar
royalty on the SweeTango
patent. But it also licensed the
Sweellingo trademark to Byrne
and a group of growers who
audaciously named their cooperative the Next Big Thing, in the
hope that SweeTango will prove
as lucrative as Honeycrisp. The
co-op will pay the school 4.5
percent of the apple's net wholesale sales in perpetuity.
Bedford said he expects the

university to earn as much
°abetter.
The arrangement creates a
"managed variety," a relatively
new concept for U.S. growers
but more common abroad. The
Jazz apple from New Zealand
and Pink Lady from Australia
are managed varieties sold in the
U.S. Honeycrisp is a managed
variety in Europe.
The deal gives Next Big Thing
control over who can grow
SweeTango and where, and how
the apple is marketed and
shipped. The co-op has about 72
growers
in
Minnesota,
Michigan,
New
York.
Washington, Wisconsin, Quebec
and Nova Scotia.
Any Minnesota grower can get
licensed through Pepin Heights
to grow and sell SweeTango at
their farms, farmers markets at
to local grocers. Byrne said 87
have signed up. They pay the $1
per tree royalty, but not the 4.5
percent of sales.

Obama praises Muslims at dinner for Islamic holy month

Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, junk
& tree work.

\`...1'11 \I I
'
VIII(

1;111.
41IIIL

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, beck hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping.
978-0404

BIRTHDAY

I IR \ us
\`srli \I I

years in office.
Obama has made a special
effort since taking office to
repair U.S. relations with the
workrs Muslims, inciuding visits to Turkey and Cairo. In a
June speech at the Egyptian capital, as well as in one to another
important Muslim audience, in
Turkey, Obama said: "America
is not — and never will be — at
war with Islam."
Obama also released a videc
message to Muslims before the
start to Ramadan. In the video.
he said Ramadan's rituals are a
reminder of the principles
Muslims and Christians have in
common, including advancing
justice, progress, tolerance and
the dignity of all human beings.

kusallesIui
for

Friday,Sept. 4, 2009:
This year, you juggle different
interests. You are tossed into the
limelight. Just because someone
isn't easy doesn't mean he or she
doesn't care. Your popularity
mounts to a new level. If you are
feeling squeezed between a rock
and a hard place, or perhaps in a
black-and-white situation, pull
back. You simply might not be
seeing the solution. Look at how
both can be right. If you are single, you'll discover that many
people would like to hook up
with you. Clearly, it is your call,
especially in 2010. If you are
attached, you often won't agree.
Empower the difference by
respecting other approaches.
PISCES reads you cold.

The Stars Show the Kind of
APPUANCE REPAIR Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
SERVICE & PARTS 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
(-o) 293-5728 OR 1-Difficult
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

"A few years ago," Obama
said, "he explained this view —
and this is part of why he's The
Greatest — saying, 'Rivers,
ponds,lakes and streams — they
all have different names, but
they all contain water. Just as
religions do — they all contain
truths."
Ramadan, a monthlong period
of prayer, reflection and sunriseto-sunset fasts, began Aug. 22 in
most of the hlamic world. It is
believed that God began revealing the Quran to Muhammad
during Ramadan, and the faithful are supposed to spend the
month in religious reflection,
prayer and remembrance of the
poor.
White House dinners matting
the holy month are nothing new.
Former President George W.
Bush held iftars during his eight

lionosespe
HAPPY

Itlectric
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

Ulm Sested

Blossom, Georgetown.
Call 502-570-9489
about Stay and Play,
including furnished
townhorne, golf ex four.
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
ellti Trucking
Company. Driver
Thanes Needed! No
COL- NO PROBLEM!
Eam up to $900/ week.
Company endorsed
COL Training. Job
assistance. Financial
assistance. 606-71105530

Since 1986

24 noun Nowa
Res., Corn.. & Ind.

Murray Ledger di Times

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Juggling different concerns could be exhausting but
necessary. Do you see a situation as either-or? Recognize
what is happening behind the
scenes, or at least stop and
observe more. Tonight. Read
between the lines

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You know what you
want and where you are heading. Juggle different concerns,
but don't allow a situation to
obscure your path. A meeting
proves to be more Informative
than you can imagine. Remain
optimistic. Tonight: Where the
action is.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Demands force you to
take the lead. Face facts -- in
some areas you do the best
work, so others will call on you. A
domestic matter could be problematic. You cannot be in two
places at once. Realize what is
happening, but don't feel as if
you need to interfere. Tonight: A
must appearance.

CANCER (June 21-Jtly 22)
***** Keep reaching out for
a key person. You might want to
discuss a possible major
change. The smart action will be
to get as much information as
possible. Extremes mark a conversation; be willing to reach out
to others. Tonight: Follow the
music.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Teamwork draws
excellent results. If you do something differently, you'll get the
results you desire. Information
comes forward that might set
you on your heels. Rethink a
decision soon. Tonight: Defer to
nthers' exportico

V1R00(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your juggling act proves
to be phenomenal and gets you
past a problem. Egos are
involved. Clearly, it will take
state-of-the-art communication
to find a resolution. Accept and
enjoy differences. Tonight: Say
'Ps!
USRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Dive into whatever you do
100 percent. You might be wondering about the possibBitles that
surround a situation. Do you
have any answers? If so, you
might try airing them out.
Encourage those around you to
play devil's advocate. Don't take
anyone's comments seriously.
Tonight: Easy does it.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Call upon your creativity to resolve a situation. Share
some of your ideas in a discussion, whether you feel they are
right or wrong. Happiness surrounds a child or loved one;
schedule some special time with
this person. Tonight: Let your
Imagination rock and roll.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Pressure builds to a new
level. Consider others' resistance. What might be a problem
today easily might not be in several days. Relax and do your
best with what you have.
Tonight: A must appearance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Though you might not be

sure about what you need to do,
certainly communicating back
and forth with other people will
help. Usten as well as speak.
There is a lot happening quickly.
Information that heads in your
direction proves to be informative. Tonight: Head on out the
door.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 11)
*** Expenses could awe you,
Inviting you to cut back. As you
Juggle a situation, you come up
with a solution. Still, remain %Xibis, as a lot is about to happen.
Think positively. You tend to
sense undercurrents that others
do not. Please honor them.
Tonight: Stick to your budget; be
creative with plans.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)

***** You might want to do
something in a different manner.
Laughter surrounds a decision
you make. Humor works, helping
a partner break down some of
his or her need to be right. You
could be surprised by what you
hear once barriers are dropped.
Listen. Tonight: Charm works.
MORN TODAY
Dancer, singer, actress Mitzi
Gaynor (1931), singer lone Skye
(1970), industrialist Henry Ford I!
(1917)
•••
Jacqueline Big., Is on the
Internet at vrww.lacquelin
gar.com.

